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U.S. said to plan long Madrid recess Svitlychny suffers second stroke;
to protest martial law in Poland
AI requests urgent action
NEW YORK NY. - The United
States is planning several measures,
including a prolonged recess of the
Madrid Conference on East-West secu
rity and cooperation, to demonstrate its
opposition to the imposition of martial
law in Poland, administration officials
disclosed on January 23, reported The
New York Times.
The Madrid Conference, which is in
recess, is scheduled to reconvene on
February 9. The United States is urging
the Western allies to adopt a plan under
which the talks would concentrate for a
week to 10 days on Western charges of
Soviet breaches of the 1975 Helsinki
Accords on security and human rights,
then would recess until September or
October.
It would make no sense for the West
to negotiate new agreements at Madrid,
American officials said, While the So vie t
bloc was violating existing agreements,
the Times reported.
Under conference proceedings, a
unanimous vote is required to suspend
the negotiations. American officials are
confident, however, that agreement by
the Western allies would leave the East
bloc no choice but to suspend the talks.
At the same time, the Times reported,
the administration intends to seek a

resolution condemnirg the crackdown
in Poland when the 42-member U.N.
Human Rights Commission meets
February 1 to March 12 in Geneva.
The principal American gesture,
however, will be made at Madrid, where
33 European countries, Canada and the
United States have been negotiating
since November 1980 to enlarge the
Helsinki process.
Last December, they appeared to be
close to an agreement that would
expand "confidence-building measures"
which would require the Soviet Union
to give advance notice of troop move
ments and maneuvers as far east as the
Ural Mountains and impose a similar
obligation on NATO forces as far west
as the air and sea space adjoining
Europe.
' „
Even before the declaration of a state
of .emergency in Poland by Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski on December 13,
several Western delegations .urged
suspension of the talks because of
continued Soviet violations of human
rights, the Afghanistan invasion,
threatening war games on the Polish
border and the jamming of Western
broadcasts into East Europe and the
USSR.
(Continued on page IS)

SAN FRANCISCO - Amnesty
International, which monitors humanrights abuses worldwide, has recently
placed exiled Ukrainian dissident Ivan
Svitlychny on its urgent action list, and
has called for his immediate release
after learning that he is desperately ill.
Mr. Svitlychny, 52, reportedly suffer
ed a stroke on December 17, just four
months after undergoing emergency
surgery to remove a blood clot on his
brain which left his left side partially
paralyzed. He is said to'be in critical
condition, and AI has learned that his
wife has expressed concern that he is not
getting the proper medical attention"in
his place of internal exile in the GornoAltaisk region; some 3,640 kilometers'
east of Moscow.
A leading literary critic and scholar,
Mr. Svitlychny was one of a group of
young intellectuals who spearheaded
the revival in the public and cultural life
of Ukraine in the 1960s.
After a long period of harassment by
the authorities for his dissenting activifies^ Mr. Svitfychny was arrested on
January' 12, 1972, during a major
crackdown on Ukrainian dissidents.
Convicted of "anti-Soviet agitation
and propaganda," he was sentenced to
seven years in a labor camp to be

Kowalchuk trial stirs hostility and "residual hate"
PHILADELPHIA - As the denaturalization trial of Serge Kowal
chuk draws to a close, open hostility
and bitterness between members of
this city's Ukrainian and Jewish
communities continue to run high
over the question of whether the frail,
61-year-old tailor is indeed, as the
Justice Department contends, guilty
of collaboration with the Germans
during World War II.
In an article published in the
January 19 issue of the Philadelphia
Inquirer, columnist Dorothy Storck
describes the palpable rancor and
"residual hate" permeating the court
room. Prosecution and defense law
yers presented their closing argu
ments on January 18.
Ordinarily, a citizenship trial
would draw few spectators, Ms.
Storck wrote, but the proceedings
before Judge John P. Fullman are
filled to capacity.
"In the second row, behind the
Kowalchuk family, sit the Ukrai
nians, determined to protect the
Kowalchuks as much as possible
from the calumny directed at them
from the members of the Jewish
organizations who fill the back rows,
many of them wearing the yellow
armband of the Holocaust," wrote
Ms. Storck.

At times, Jewish spectators in the
gallery — some members of the
militant Jewish Defense League threaten Mr. Kowalchuk.
Ms. Storck describes the scene:
" 'Murderer!1 shouts one man as
Kowalchuk, gray, bespectacled,
stoop-shouldered but immaculately
groomed, enters the room, i f they
don't get you, we will!' the man
shouts, and a bailiff edges close."
These may not be idle threats. Six
months before Mr. Kowalchuk was
brought to trial on October 19, 1981,
the JDL picketed his house and
burned two Nazi flags. At the time,
Ed Ramov, a spokesman for the
JDL, warned that if the government
did not bring Mr. Kowalchuk to
trial, his group would "bring tjuV
man to Jewish justice." A similar
incident in 1980 led to the conviction
of three JDL members for aggra
vated assault after they attacked and
beat two of Mr. Kowalchuk's neigh
bors.
The Ukrainian community's main
objection to the Kowalchuk trial is
that the bulk of the evidence against
him consists of alleged eyewitness
accounts videotaped in the Soviet
Union and leased to the Justice
Department's Ottice of Special In

vestigations, which is charged with
the investigation of alleged war
criminals and collaborators.
In her column, Ms. Storck com
ments: "It is startling to watch while
burly men in those tapes, some of
them needing translators, accuse a
man they haven't seen for 40 years of
hideous inhumanity. You have to
wonder, along with the Ukrainian
Anti-Defamation League, what kind
of justice this is, to place Soviet tapes
in an American court."
Ms. Storck concludes her piece by
saying that whatever the decision of
the judge, Mr. Kowalchuk's life "has
been scarred once again, after all this
time, with the residue of old hatreds."
To her, the" open antipathy bet
ween Ukrainian and Jew, stemming
fronv events^ which happened nearly
40yearSHigo, is somewhat tragic in
that it sows the seeds of hatred for
future generations.
She illustrates this theme in a
poignant final passage: "A small boy
sits by his father in a back row. The
father is wearing a yellow armband,
and so is the child.
" 'Look,' the father hisses. 'There
he is, the killer of Jews.' And the boy
hunches forward to look.
"And you wonder when it will ever
end."

Inn Svitlychny
followed by five years' internal exile.
While in internal exile, Mr. Svitly
chny suffered from kidney ailments and
high blood pressure. On August 20,
1981, he suffered his first stroke.
AI has previously campaigned for
Mr. Svitlychny's release as a prisoner of
conscience, but because of the gravity of
his illness, it is urging the Soviet
government to release him immediately
under Article 100 of the RSFSR Cor
rective Labor Code. The article states
that prisoners suffering from mental
illness "or other serious illness prevent
ing the serving of their sentence, can be
freed by a court from serving their
sentence..."
AI recommends that telegrams or
letters be sent before February 19,
urging Mr. Svitlychny's release to the
Soviet minister of internal affairs, the
procurator-general of the USSR and
the Soviet Embassy in Washington.
The addresses are:
Minister of internal affairs: USSR
(SSSR), 103009 Moskva, Ui. Ogarieva
6, Ministerstvo Vnutrennikh Del SSR,
,Ministru N.A. Shchelokov;
Procurator-general of the USSR:
USSR (SSSR), Moskva, Ul. Pushkinskaya I5A, Prokuratura SSSR,
Generalnomu Prokuroru, A. Rekunkovu;
The Embassy of the USSR, 112516th N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

INSIDE:
Ш Interim report on the Madrid
Conference - page 7.
Ш Ukrainian pro hockey update by
Ihor N. Stelmach - page 9.
Ш A young hockey player's account
of a visit to the USSR - page 13.
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АРА reports Soviet doctors
continue psychiatric abuses
NEW YORK - An alarming
number of Soviet citizens continue to
be declared mentally ill and com
mitted to psychiatric prison hospi
tals, often being confined with the
criminally insane, the American
Psychiatric Association reported at a
press conference before the opening
of World Psychiatric Association
meetings held here in late fall, report
ed the January issue of Psychiatric
News, the official paper of the АРА.
The WPA had previously con
demned the Soviet government's
practice of psychiatric abuse in a
resolution passed during a 1977
meeting in Hawaii.
Since that meeting, the АРА re
ported, the Soviets continue to
subject political dissidents to psychia
tric maltreatment. Many Soviet
citizens who espouse human rights
concerns and unofficial political
views, express a desire to emigrate, or
express unpopular religious beliefs,
continue to be committed to insane
asylums and are often subjected to
medically unnecessary and danger
ous drug therapy.
Moreover, the АРА group report
ed, Moscow's Working Commission
for the Investigation of the Use of
Psychiatry for Political Purposes, an

unofficial monitoring group set up
after the 1977 Hawaii meeting, has
been vitiated through systematic
harassment and arrests. Today, not
one member of the group remains
free, most serving long labor-camp
terms.
Among those testifying about
Soviet violations of the 1977 Hawaii
resolution were Soviet emigre Victor
Borovsky; himself' a victim of psy
chiatric abuse, who read a strongly
worded statement prepared by 74year-old Gen. Petro Grigorenko. a
founding member of the Ukrainian and
Moscow Helsinki groups now living in
the West, who suffered repeated
commitments to mental hospitals
because of his unwillingness to re
nounce his human-rights activism.
Also testifying were American
psychiatrists Harold Visotsky and
Paul Chadoff; British psychiatrist
David Levine; former Soviet psy
chiatrist Boris Zoubock; and Ludmilla Thorne of Freedom House.
"Today the Soviets no longer
commit famous dissidents to psy
chiatric hospitals because they fear
world reaction," said Ms. Thorne.
She reported that of 896 political
prisoners known to Freedom House,
(Continued on page 15)

Young believer threatened with arrest
ORANGE, Calif. - A young Rus
sian Orthodox believer is being threa
tened with arrest for "parasitism" after
serving a five-year labor-camp term
stemming from the political activities of
his father" who was inexplicably ex
pelled to the West with his wife after
completing his sentence, reported Keston News.
The bizarre ordeal of Alexander
Soldatov, 23, began in 1976 when his
father, Sergei, already serving a prison
term for his political views, refused to
publicly renounce his activities.
As a result of this refusal, the KGB
went after his son, setting him up for a
phony assault charge. Alexander, then
18, was approached by a man who
claimed to have news of his father. As
the boy followed the man, the stranger
suddenly attacked a passerby. Just as
suddenly, a carload of militia appeared
and arrested Alexander, who did not
take part in the incident, which had all
the earmarks of a KGB set-up.
Neither the stranger nor the "victim"
were present at his trial, and he was
sentenced to five years in a strictregimen camp.
When Sergei Soldatov completed his
sentence early in 1981, both he and his
wife were expelled to the West. They
were told by the KGB that their son
would join them after he completed his
term in August 1981, but following his
release, he faced increased harassment
by the authorities.
First, he was refused residence regis
tration in his hometown of Tallinn, the
capital of Estonia. Without the registra
tion, he has not been permitted to work,
and now faces the possibility of being
rearrested and sentenced to prison for
"parasitism."
In addition, his applications for an
emigration visa to join his parents in the
West have been rejected, ostensibly on
the grounds that he does not have their
written permission. According to Keston, none of the letters and parcels sent
by his parents have reached Alexander,
nor have they received any correspon
dence from him.

It has been speculated that the
Soviets are trying to further punish the
defiant father by keeping him separated
from his son, and by making the son
suffer for the sins of the father. Keston
also reported that Alexander's expe
riences in prison have had a deep affect
on him and that he hopes to someday
train for the Orthodox priesthood...
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Two Pentecostals pontinue
hunger strike in JL).S. Embassy
plight to the hunger strikers, and the
essential response has been that the
problem is an American one.
The seven Pentecostals — five Vashchenkos and two members of the Chmykhalov family - have been holed up in
the embassy since they burst into the
building past Soviet guards on June 27,
1978, in a desperate attempt to get the
Americans to help in their long cam
paign to leave the Soviet Union.
After camping out in the embassy
waiting room for several months, they
were finally assigned a tiny, 15-by-20^
foot room in the embassy basement.
The Soviet position has been that the
seven must first return to their home
village of Chernogorsk in Siberia, arid
apply for emigration from there before
Embassy sources reported that Lidia authorities can consider their case.
was in worse shape than her mother. A
Yet, the seven are certain that if they
younger daughter, Liuba, said an em
leave the embassy, they will be arrested
bassy physician warned that Lidia could
require hospitalization within two days. and brutalized by the Soviets. The basis
of this fear is easily discernable. When
On January 15, former President
they first made their break for freedom,
Jimmy Carter placed a call to the
embassy to try and dissuade the two Ivan Vashchenko, 17, did not make it
women from continuing their fast. His past Soviet guards and, as his family
watched helplessly from the embassy
attempt failed.
compound, he was beaten close to death
The possibility that the refugees may by Soviet security personnel.
have to be hospitalized has long haunt
Moreover, before their escape to the
ed embassy personnel, because of the
implication of placing the seven in embassy, the seven have suffered arrests,
Soviet hands. Embassy spokesmen said forced psychiatric treatment and forced
the Americans have been in repeated separations over the last 20 years.
contact with Soviet officials about the
(Continued on page 15)

MOSCOW - Two of the seven
Soviet Pentecostals who took refuge in
the U.S. Embassy here three and a half
years ago abandoned a total hunger
strike on January 26 after two days
without nourishment, reported The
New York Times.
Augustina Vashchenko, 52, and her
eldest daughter, Lidia, 31, had taken
only tea and high-calorie fruit juice for a
month, before they decided to begin a
total fast on January 24 to press their
demands for emigration.
The Times reported that the two
women are back on their liquid diet.
Mrs. Vashchenko has reportedly lost 22
pounds since she and her daughter
began their fast shortly after Christmas.

Students react to Pentecostals' plight
SEATTLE - More than 1,400 stu
dents at Seattle Pacific University here
have signed a petition urging President
Ronald Reagan to take immediate
action on resolving the issue of the seven
Siberian Pentecostals who have been
living in the U.S. Embassy in Moscow
for over three and a half years in a bid to
gain permission to leave the Soviet
Union, reported East/West News.

In addition, the petition asks the
president to personally contact the
families at the embassy and express his
personal support for their plight, and to
inform them that he plans to contact
Soviet boss Leonid Brezhnev about
their case.
The college students also want Presi
dent Reagan to instruct the State
Department to issue daily bulletins on
the physical condition of the fasting
Two of the seven, Augustina Vash women, who on January 24 renounced
chenko, 52, and her eldest daughter all food, including the high-calorie fruit
Lidia, are in the fourth week of a hunger juice and tea that they had been drink
ORANGE, Calif. - The Rev. Gleb strike protesting the failure of the two ing since the- outset of their hunger
Yakunin, the imprisoned Russian Or superpowers to resolve their dilemma. strike shortly after Christmas.
thodox priest who began a hunger strike Lidia is reported to be. in very poor
Kent Hill, a professor at Seattle
on September 16, 1981, to protest the health as a result of the fast, and may Pacific, was at the U.S. Embassy in
require
hospitalization.
confiscation of his Bible and other
Moscow during the first week of the
The students want President Reagan hunger strike. According to Prof. Hill,
religious material by officials at Labor
Camp No. 37 in Perm, northern Russia, to personally intervene on the Pente the Washington State Legislature will
has reportedly ended his fast according costals' behalf. They requested that the shortly vote in a resolution similar to
to reliable sources in the Soviet Union, president hold a news conference at the the student petition.
White House and issue a statement in
reported Keston News.
He added that colleges and universi
Father Yakunin, who was the support of the seven, and to press the ties throughout the United States ate
founder of the unofficial Christian Soviet government to allow them to circulating similar petitions in support
Committee for the Defense of Believers' emigrate.
of the Siberian Seven.
Rights, was sentenced in August 1980 to
five years in a labor camp to be tollowed by five years internal, exile on
charges of "anti-Soviet agitation and
` propaganda."
The committee was set up to monitor
Soviet violations of believers' rights.
Soviet sources said that after Father
FOUNDED 1933
Yakunin began his hunger strike, he was
transferred to a hospital in Camp 35,
Ukrainian weekly newspaper published by the Ukrainian National Association Inc., a
where there were unconfirmed reports
fraternal nonprofit association, at 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City NJ 07302
that he was being intraveneously force
(The Ukrainian Weekly - USPS 570-870)
fed. Recently, he was returned to Camp
37, indicating that he has ended his
The Weekly and Svoboda:
hunger strike. Keston has received
UNA;
(201) 434 0237, 434-0807
information that the dissident's family
(201) 451-2200
(212) 227-4125
was notified of the move, and was told
(212) 227-5^50
by authorities that he was in good
Yearly subscription rate: 58, UNA members - S5.
health.
There was no indication whether
Postmaster, send address changes to:
Editor: Roma Sochan Hadzewycz
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
camp officials had met Father YaP 0. Box 346
Assistant editor: George Bohdan Zarycky
kunin's demands and returned the
Jersey City. N J 07303
confiscated religious materials, thereby
bringing an end to the fast.

Orthodox priest
ends hunger strike
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Hardened criminals reported among Soviet emigres Orthodox leadei
LOS ANGELES - Hard-core Soviet
criminals, posing as Soviet Jewish
refugees, have set up an organized crime
group here which has engaged in such
crimes as murder, extortion and narco
tics trafficking according'to a January
21 report issued by Los Angeles Police
Chief Daryl Gates, reported the Los
Angeles Daily News.
The report, titled "Soviet Emigre
'Mafia'," went on to say that the influx
of Soviet criminals may be part of a
Soviet ploy to aggravate the city's rising
crime problem and, perhaps, to stage
disturbances during the 1984 Summer
Olympics to be held here.
The police department report, says
detectives have identified 20 Soviet
emigrants currently in the Los Angeles
area who are engaged in criminal
activity.

U.S. cautious
about encouraging
Polish refugees
WASHINGTON - The Reagan
administration has decided not to
encourage the 50,000 Poles who have
flooded Austrian centers'to come to the
United Slates, according to a high
American official, reported The New
York Times.
The policy adopted toward the Poles
in Austria has angered Polish-Ameri
can groups and has troubled the Aus
trian government, but, the administra
tion official said, it is part of a quiet
effort to obtain a loosening of the
martial law that was imposed in Poland
on December 13.
The official, who did not want to be
identified, was recently quoted in the
Times as saying: "We don4 want to
create the impression that the situation
in Poland is irretrievable. It is not
necessary yet. There is no point in
contributing one way or another to the
impression that the situation has moved
to a point where it is locked in ice."
Although the exodus of Poles to
Vienna ended with the declaration of
martial law by the Jaruzelski regime, it
has left Austria with a refugee problem
that cost S60 million last year and shows
few signs of ameliorating.
Yet, Austria is less concerned about
the cost than about the final destination
of the refugees, an Austrian Embassy
official told the Times.
In response to the Polish crisis, the
U.S. government has placed a ceiling of
9,000 refugees from all of Eastern
Europe, twice as many as for 1981.
Although the allotment may be
increased if necessary, the unidentified
administration official said that the
United States is not actively seeking
refugees.
The Times reported that Rep. Toby
Moffet (D-Conn.), who visited Austria
this month, said American immigration
policy "was in a state of uncertainty and
confusion," and the United States has
"virtually no presence" in the two Polish
refugee camps.
"In Austria," he said, "we found that
the long-held view of the United States
as a country that opens its arms to
others has virtually disappeared."
Although the administration con
tends that the American response to the
refugee problem has been adequate,
some Polish-American leaders are
critical of U.S. policy, saying that the
government has been reluctant to
accept Poles in contrast to refugees
from Southeast Asia and from Cuba.
"Poles happen to be 'more contain(C`ontimifd on page 15)

Their crimes are listed as murder,
extortion, counterfeiting, fraud, for
gery, receiving stolen property and
various vice activities:
The LAPD investigations, which
began last May, "reveal that most of the
organized criminal activity involving
Soviet emigres was controlled and
directed from the Brighton Beach area
of Brooklyn, N.Y.," the report says.
Currently, there are about 5,000
Soviet Jews in Brighton Beach. The FBI
recently reported that the U.S. govern
ment believes that the KGB has planted
a number of "sleeper" agents in that
community who may later emerge as
Soviet spies.
Thus far, the LAPD and the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Ser
vice have found no connection between
the emigre criminals and the so-called

Israeli Mafia, which has a base of
operations in Los Angeles and is active
in wide-scale drug dealing.
The report suggests the Soviets may
have used their advanced scientific and
psychological ability to screen out
"dangerous criminals" to be sent to the
United States as refugees via the Jewish
immigration quota. In addition, the
LAPD suspects that some of the emigre
criminals are, in fact, Jews.
The LAPD findings come in the face
of a major reduction in the number of
Jews being permitted to leave the
USSR. In 1981, fewer than 10,000 Jews
were allowed to emigrate from the
Soviet Union compared to more than
51,000 in the peak year of 1979.
Although Soviet Jews receive Israeli
exit visas, most end up emigrating to
Western Europe or the United States.

heads sobor
in Australia
SYDNEY, Australia - Metropoli
tan Mstyslav, head of the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church,
visited various parishes in Australia
during the month of December.
The metropolitan, who arrived in
Australia to head the sobor of the Austra
lia - New Zealand Eparchy of the
Church held on December 25-27, spent
the first weeks of his visit traveling to
the major cities and parishes.
Accompanied by the head of the
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church in Australia, the Rev. Proto
presbyter O. Pihulevsky, and Deacon
Yuriy Halytsia, a student at St. Sophia
Seminary in South Bound Brook, N.J.,
the metropolitan celebrated liturgy at
the following parishes: Transfiguration
of the Lord, Blacktown-Sydney; Holy
Protectress, Adelaide; Assumption of
the Blessed Virgin Mary, Melbourne;
Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
Geelong; St. Nicholas, Canberra; Holy
Protectress, Sydney; and St. Athanasius Lubensky, Sydney.
In Adelaide, Metropolitan Mstyslav
ordained Deacon Volodymyr Salyga,
named him presbyter and appointed
him pastor of the Assumption of the
Blessed"Virgin Mary Church in Mel
bourne.
In Melbourne, the metropolitan
granted interviews to the Ukrainian
radio show and the city's large daily
newspaper, Age.
ч - While in Canberra, the capital of
" Australia, Metropolitan Mstyslav par
ticipated in a demonstration in support
of the Solidarity Polish trade union,
held in front of the Polish Embassy.
Films of the demonstration, which were
later televised on a Canberra channel,
showed the metropolitan taking an
active part in the rally.

Papers reveal Vatican anxiety about Yalta
CHICAGO - Historic documents
made public December 17, reveal that
the Vatican expressed "worried expec
tation" about the Soviet occupation of
Eastern Europe in the closing days of
World War II.
According to an article by Nancy
Frazier published in the New Star, a
Ukrainian Catholic weekly based in
Chicago, Pope Pius XII told the U.S.
government four months after the Yalta
Conference that the agreement "might
compromise seriously the cause of
peace."
These statements are contained in the
11th and final volume of "Actes et
Documents du Saint Siege relatif a la
Seconde Guerre Mondiale" ("Acts and
Documents of the Holy See Regarding
World War II"). The 11 volumes were
edited by American Jesuit Father
Robert A. Graham and three other
Jesuits. The first of the series was
published in 1965. The concluding
volume has documents from the Vati
can that date from January 1944 to June
1945.
"It does not seem credible that
Russia will be a partner with freedomloving countries in assuring in all the
world the truimph of the four freedoms
proclaimed by President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt as the main war aims
of the United States of America," the
Vatican document said.
"Reliable information which has
reached the Holy See gives no sign that
the Catholic Church might resume its
missionary work in Russia under the
present regime or that the Catholic
religion will be free and respected in the
territories over which the Soviet go
vernment may eventually extend its
control or political domination," the
document went on.
Pope Pius XII was very concerned
over the religious freedom for Catholic
Poland. Shortly after he wrote this
memo, the Vatican was embarrassed by
a meeting in Moscow between Polish
American Father Stanislas Oriemanski
and Soviet leader Joseph Stalin, at
which Stalin said he desired a free and
independent Poland.
The pope considered sending a group
of Polish American bishops to look at
the religious situation in Poland, but
this meeting never took place.
The final volume contains the pope's
concern over his native city, Rome,
which he wanted to protect from des
truction from both the Allies and the
Axis powers. This document also ex
presses his opposition to President
Roosevelt's policy of demanding "un
conditional surrender" by Germany,
Italy and Japan.

The Holy See's efforts to save Rome
included a personal and pressing appeal
to President Roosevelt from the pope in
February 1944, presented by Arch
bishop Amleto Cicognani, then aposto
lic delegate in the United States. The
pope strongly stated: "Both sides have
no respect for the monuments and
works of society. The only thing that
xounts is military interest." President
Roosevelt's reply included: "If Your
Holiness manages to persuade the
Germans to respect the sacred and
cultural character of Rome and to clear
out from there, you will have assured
the preservation of the city."
When German troops withdrew from
Rome in June 1944, Pope Pius XII
turned to the task of working for a "just
and honorable peace that would give
the defeated peoples and the world
community grounds to hope for a better
world," the article said.

May our Kozak stock flourish
Appeal of the UNA Supreme Executive Committee and announce
ment of the Convention-Year Organizing Campaign.

In the beginning of 1982, the Ukrainian National Association's Supreme Executive
Committee, in accordance with obligations enumerated in the UNA by-laws,announced
the 30th Regular UNA Convention of this, the oldest and largest Ukrainian institution in
the free world. The convention will take place the week of May 24 in Rochester, N.Y.
Since its founding on February 22, 1894, on the birthday of America's founding
father George Washington, the conventions of the UNA have been milestones in our
history, which determined the growth and development of community life in the New
World and aided the continual struggle by our Ukrainian nation. These conventions
became milestones in the UNA's history not only because of the decisions made at
them, butalso, in considerable degree, because of preparations for the convention,
especially the pre-convention organizing campaigns.
With this in mind, we now announce the Convention-Year Organizing Campaign,
which will last through April 31. The goal is to gain at least 2,000 new UNA members
insured'for a sum of S4 million.
In addition to many new modern insurance plans, which do not differ at all in type
and value from those of even the biggest commercial insurance companies, the UNA
provides the best security for the Ukrainian future in the United States and Canada; it
safeguards the roots of our Ukrainian heritage; ensures that our Kozak stock will
flourish, both here in the New World and in the Old Country, where the Communist
regime is so brutally forcing the genocidal assimilation of peoples.
Let us remember that every new member of the UNA is like a new brick in the
construction and fortification of our "Ukrainian fortress beyond the seas." Every new
member is an active and generous member of our Ukrainian community; thus, every
new UNA insurance certificate is a new national birth certificate which ensures that our
Kozak stock will flourish.
We call on you all, officers and members of branches and district committees, and,
in particular, those delegates already elected, or candidates for convention delegates,
to participate most actively in this Convention-Year Organizing Campaign and thus
make the forthcoming 30th Regular UNA Convention a historic success.
As in the past again this year we will give regular and special awards for those wbr.
contribute to the success of the Convention-Year Organizing Campaign.
We will report all of the achievements of this campaign on the pages of our
newspapers.
Jersey City, N.J., January 1982
UNA Supreme Executive Committe `
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Harvard summer school announces schedule Ukrainian association may be evicted
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - The Har tionship between institutional religion
vard Ukrainian Summer Institute has and the political system in Ukraine since
announced plans to expand its summer the 1917 revolution.
school curriculum. The 1982 program,
" "20th Century Ukrainian Litera
which will run from June 21 to August ture" (UKRN S-100, four units); Asso
14, will offer three new courses in ciate Prof. George G. Grabowicz; a
language, history and political science. survey of 20th century Ukrainian litera
The new courses include an advanced ture - poetry, prose and drama.
language course, a conference course on
ж "Beginning Ukrainian" (UKRN S"The Ukrainian Revolution of 1917," Aab, eight Units); Roman Koropeckyj;
and a political science course on "Reli introduction to the basic elements of
gion and Politics in Ukraine Since Ukrainian language.
1917."
" "Intermediate Ukrainian" (UKRN
The following is a complete list of S-B, four units); George Mihaychuk;
courses offered by the 1982 Harvard continuation of the study of Ukrainian
Ukrainian Summer Institute.
grammar, emphasis on the development
e "Modern Ukraine" (HIST S-152, of vocabulary and means of oral expres
four units); Assistant Prof. John-Paul sion.
Himka; a survey of Ukrainian history
- "Upper-Level Ukrainian" (UKRN
since the mid-19th century.
S-C, four units); Natalia Pylypiuk;
simultaneous
review of grammar and
e "The Ukrainian Revolution"(HIST
S-154, four units); Assistant Prof. John- extension of communications skills,
Paul Himka; conference course focus readings of texts from various sources:
ing on the events of 1917-20 in Ukraine. journalism, belles-lettres, political
о "Religion and Politics in Ukraine literature, popular culture.
Accredited university instruction in
Since 1917" (GOVT S-198, four units);
Prof. Bohdan R. Bociurkiw; a systema Ukrainian studies is supplemented with
tic examination of the changing геїа– guest lectures,4 exhibits and films on
Ukrainian society and culture.
Applicants should be in good stand
ing in their college degree programs.
Those who are not enrolled in an
academic program must be secondary
school graduates, and are required to
submit statements of their interest in
Ukrainian studies. All applicants arc
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - The Har required to enroll for eight Units of
vard Ukrainian Research Institute credits, transferable to most university
Monograph Series has just published degree programs.
Prof. George G. Grabowicz's thoughtTuition-free scholarships are avai
provoking essay, "Toward a History of
lable to individuals who are already
Ukrainian Literature."
members of the Friends of the Harvard
Prof. Grabowicz's book is a clarion Ukrainian Research' Institute, or those
call for a new approach to Ukrainian who join by making a S100 contribu
literature. "Toward a History of Ukrai tion.
nian Literature" is available in paper
For further information and applica
back for S8.50 (U.S. currency) from tions, contact: Harvard Summer
USF-Publications, 1583 Massachusetts School, Department UI, 20 Garden St.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02138.
Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02138.

HURI publishes
history monograph

PHILADELPHIA - The Ukrainian
American Citizens' Association of
South Philadelphia, which has been
located here at the same address for
nearly 82 years, is being threatened with
eviction from its headquarters located
in what has lately become an affluent
and fashionable neighborhood, report
ed Mike Elko, secretary of the Ukrai
nian Cultural Service Center.
The building, which stands at 610-612
S. American St., is surrounded by posh
homes in an area that has recently been
renamed "Society Hill."
According to Mr. Elko, the new and
wealthy residents of the area do not
want the Ukrainian association in their
staid community, where homes are
going for 5175,000 and up. District
Attorney Edward G. Rendell has been
trying to get an injunction from the
city's Common Pleas Court to perma
nently close down the headquarters.
Several hearings have already been held
before Judge Sporkin.
The association has been at its pre
sent site since 1900. It has a spotless
record, and has had no liquor board
violations in 50 years, reported Mr.
Elko.
The building was the first head
quarters of Philadelphia's UNA Branch
45, the city's first.
" The Ukrainian Cultural Service

UNA district committee meets
Detroit
DETROIT - Thirty-nine delegates
representing 12 UNA Branches in
Michigan and southern Ontario took
part in the annual meeting of the
Detroit UNA District Committee held
here at the Ukrainian National home on
January 23.
Also participating was John Flis,
UNA supreme president; Roman Киго–

Chair of Ukrainian Studies marks anniversary
TORONTO - William G. Davis,
premier of Ontario, was the main
speaker at a recent event marking the
initial year of the Chair of Ukrainian
Studies at the University of Toronto.
The occasion was the first annual
Founder's Dinner, sponsored by the
Chair of Ukrainian Studies Foundation
and the Canadian Foundation for
Ukrainian Studies, to honor those who
have lent their financial support to the
Chair of Ukrainian Studies.
The dinner, attended by over 500
guests, was held on November 19 in the
elegant surroundings of the Harbour
Castle Hilton along the shores of Lake
Ontario.
Premier Davis conveyed his govern
ment's wishes for the continued success
of the Chair of Ukrainian Studies and
then discussed the historical signifi
cance of the constitutional agreement
for Canada which was reached a few
weeks before on November 5. Premier
Davis, who played a crucial role in the
lengthy constitutional debate, also
stressed the contributions made by
Ukrainians and other groups to the
enrichment of Canadian society.
Greetings to the Chair of Ukrainian
tudies were delivered by Arthur Кги–
5-.Ґ, dean of the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences at the University of Toronto;
w "`liam Diachuk, minister from the
go-eminent of Alberta; Peter Savaryn,
president of the Canadian Foundation
cl Ukrainian Studies; and John Tutecki,
- ;dent of the Ukrainian Canadian
't ..ssional and Business Federation.
-, c....,, v n w ho was recently ap

pointed chancellor of the University of
Alberta, noted the substantial financial
support given to the chair by the federal
government of Canada and the pro
vince of Ontario, and he called on
Ukrainians to continue their support in
collecting funds for the chair in order to
assure a full endowment of SI million.
The success of the first anniversary
celebration for the Chair of Ukrainian
Studies was due to the efforts of the
executive committee of the foundation.
The chair project has revealed the
extent to which Ukrainian communi
ties in all parts of Canada have been
able to cooperate with each other and
with educational and government insti

Center got its start there in 1975 and
maintains offices in the building. The
Ukrainian Fraternal -Association's
Branch 11 and the Ukrainian National
Women's League of America have held
meetings there.
In addition, St. Andrew's Ukrainian
Catholic Church held its first divine
liturgy there in the 1950s.
The association building is an integral
part of the history and fabric of Phila
delphia's Ukrainian community In
1976, for example, a Bicentennial T.V.
documentary titled "Ukrainians in
America" was filmed there by Channel
10. It received a national award as the
Documentary Film of the Bicentennial.
Mr. Elko, a community activist and
member of UNA Branch 45, has urged
that Ukrainians nationwide write Mr.
Rendell to protest his efforts to evict the
association. The address is: 1300 Chesnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. The
district attorney's office telephone
number is (215) MU 6-1176.
Although Judge Sporkin said during
a recent hearing that "the Ukrainian
association and its members has certain
rights," Mr. Elko fears that the affluent
residents in "Society .Hill" may have
more clout.
"The Ukrainian people have a right to
stay there where they have been for over
80 years," he said.

tutions in order to create a university
chair devoted exclusively to Ukrainian
history and culture.
Among the other honored guests
whose presence expressed a commit
ment to those goals were Bishop Isidore
Borecky of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church; Archimandrite John Tataryn of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church; Nicho
las Leluk, minister of the government of
Ontario; John Yaremko, former pro
vincial minister; Al Kolyn and Yuri
Shymko, members of the Ontario
legislature; Peter Jacyk, who recently
donated 545,000 for a special chair
project; and Paul R. Magocsi, professor
of the Chair of Ukrainian Studies.

William G. Davis, premier of Ontario, am
Ukrainian Studies, discussing the stp'-is

Paul R. Magocsi, Chair of
r education in Canada.

pas, supreme advisor and vice chairman
of the district; as well as Eugene Repeta,
supreme advisor and district committee
organizing chairman.
Representatives re-elected by accla
mation the existing executive consisting
of Roman Tatarsky, chairman; Walter
Boyd-Boryskevych and Mr. Kuropas,
vice chairmen; Hryhoriy Korbiak,
secretary; Yaroslav Baziuk, financial
chairman; Mr. Repeta, organizing
chairman; Wasyl Papiz, press chair
man; Dmytro Koshylovsky, Mykola
Konchak, Mykhailo Bober and Wolodymyr Litynsky, members.
The auditing committee is composed
of Dr. Atanas Sliusarchuk, Olha Marushchak and Petro Zahula.
Named to the presidum of the meet
ing were Mr. Boyd-Boryskevych, presi
dent; Ms. Marushchak, vice president;
and Mr. Korbiak, secretary. Also asked
to join the presidium were Messrs. Flis,
Repeta and Kuropas.
In their reports Messrs. Tatarsky and
Repeta noted that the district had
enrolled 165 new members into the
UNA, or 79 percent of its quota.
Reports on the .work of the district
committee were also presented by
Messrs. Boyd-Boryskevych, Kuropas,
Korbiak and Baziuk. Mr. Papiz report
ed on community relations, while Dr.
Sliusarchuk gave the auditing commit
tee's report.
In hisremarks,Mr. Flis discussed the
many facets of UNA activities, report
ing on the organization's role in commu
nity life, educational and publishing en
deavors, as well as on financial and
organizing matters.
Mr. Flis praised the district for being
one of the leading UNA district com
mittees, and he cited the four organizing
champions: Mr. Tatarsky (Branch 94),
45 members; Mr. Litynsky (341) and
Dr. Sliusarchuk (174), 33 each;^and
Stefania Fedyk (292), 22 members.
,
During the general discussion period
which followed, representatives ap
plauded the efforts of the UNA Su
preme Executive Committee and the
Detroit District Committee, and exr
changed ideas on the work still -ahead;
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DenaturaHzation trials

UADL asks OSI Director Ryan
to re-evaluate use of Soviet evidence
Following are excerpts
from
a letter,
dated
December
20, 1981, was written by Alexandra
Shwed and Nila Pawluk, co-presidents
of the Ukrainian АпЧ–Defamation
League, to Allan A. Ryan, director of
the Justice Department's Office of
Special Investigations, which is respon
sible for tracking down and bringing to
justice suspected Nazis or Nazi collabo
rators living in the United States. Since
the letter was written, Mr. Ryan has met
with representatives of the UADL,
which is based in Jenkintown, Pa.
Dear Mr. Ryan:
We are writing to you in answer to
your letter of October 26, 1981, ad
dressed to Alexandra Shwed, co-presi
dent of the`tlkrainian Anti-Defamation
League, in which you stated that you
would be happy to meet with her and
her colleagues to answer any questions
on the conduct of the trials, pursued by
your office, against alleged "Nazi war
criminals" in the U.S.
We would like to bring to your
attention that we, of the Ukrainian
Anti-Defamation League Inc., tried on
a few occasions to set up an appoint
ment with your office, but you evidently
did not consider it important enough to
call back and set up such a meeting. We
are therefore sending you this`letter, and
we recommend that you read it since it is
an open letter and copies have been sent
to President Ronald Reagan, Vice
President George Bush, Secretary of
State Alexander Haig, U.S. Attorney
General William French Smith, to all
U.S. senators and congressmen and to
all the major newspapers in the United
States.
Besides your cover letter of October
26, you also enclosed a copy of a letter,
dated February 24, 1981, which you
sent to a member of the Ukrainian
American community in Cleveland, and
this is what we would like to discuss
with you. Your October 26 and your
February 24 letters have been published
in The Ukrainian Weekly on November
22, 1981, (copy enclosed), and an editorial
titled, "Ryan's Reasoning," was also
published in The Weekly on the same
date (copy enclosed).
The Ukrainian American communi
ties in the United States are unanimous
ly objecting to these trials on the
grounds that much of the evidence
being used against the defendants has
been acquired from the Soviet Ministry
of Justice. Your acceptance of Soviet
legal and judicial practices, through the
use of videotaped testimony of Soviet
"witnesses" and their introduction into
the American legal system must have
been motivated by blind faith, since the
horrors of Soviet "justice" are clear to
the majority of reasonable men in the
free world.
Because of your acceptance of Soviet
testimony we now have a foreign dicta
torship operating through the Ameri
can legal system to persecute its politi
cal enemies living in the United States.
Both Soviet law and the methods of its
enforcement have been discredited in
the world, but your office continues to

listen to the Soviet prosecutors and
readily accepts their evidence through
videotaped spectacles...
In your letter of February 24, you
stated that cases have been brought
against "accused Nazi war criminals,
some of whom are Ukrainian." We
would like to bring to your attention
that the defendants, be they Ukrainian,
Lithuanian, Latvian or other are not
accused and certainly not Nazis, they
are only suspect, and you as director of
the OSI should be more judicious in
your choice of words. We are outraged
at the manner in which the media is
presenting these cases to the American
public...
In your letter you state, "I am aware
of the profound antipathy toward the
Soviet Union held by many, if not most
Ukrainian Americans," but you say
that this animosity is a political matter
that is not your concern as a prosecutor.
Well, we believe that you should make it
your concern; maybe then you would
understand what the interest of the
Soviet Union is in these trials.
The trials against the alleged "Nazi
war criminals" must be considered
political trials where Moscow's political
aims are achieved, and not bona fide
trials for the establishment of guilt or
innocence of the defendants. In a trial of
this sort, the Soviets are not seeking to
find out if the defendants are guilty or
not; they are seeking to attain political
capital from those trials. They are not
doing it to get the verdict of "guilty" for
the defendants, but to discredit their
political enemies before the world as
inhuman murderers and "anti-Semites."
Who are these enemies? Ukrainians,
Lithuanians, Latvians Poles, Ruma
nians, Estonians — all those who are
proscribed in Moscow as "nationalists"
and "separatists." Moscow understands
the Jewish community's concern and
tries to exploit this concern for its own
purpose, by posing as a mourner over
the Jewish victims of the Holocaust.
The Soviets are using these trials to
fuel hatred between the two largest
dissident groups in the Soviet Union —
the Jewish people and the Ukrainian
people. So when you say that this is a
political matter and therefore not your
concern, you are disqualifying yourself
as a competent prosecutor in these
cases.
Mr. Ryan, you talk about the Soviet
Union assisting the OSI in two primary
respects: "in providing us with certified
copies (or originals, if available) of
relevant documents; and by allowing us
to question Soviet citizens in the pre
sence of defense counsel with full rights
of cross-examination." How can your
office be so naive and accept testimony
from a Soviet government-provided
witness whose testimony is influenced
by its totalitarian regime?
Although these depositions are taken
in the presence of defense counsel who
has the right to a full cross-examina
tion, it seems obvious that unless
defense counsel has the right and
opportunity to go into the Soviet
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Ukrainian Independence Daly
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Jersey City, N.J.

Jersey City's Mayor Gerald McCann signed a proclamation on Thursday, January 2 1 ,
designating the following day as Ukrainian Independence Day in the municipality. The
proclantabon-signingceremony wasattended by a host of the city's Ukrainians, including Ss.
Peter and Paul Ukrainian Catholic Church Pastor John Wysochanskyt Ukrainian National
Association Supreme Secretary Walter Sochan; Walter Bilyk and Alex Blahitka of the
Ukrainian National Home; Municipal Judge Robert Cheloc; Wasyl Boyko of the SUM-A Parents
Committee; Antin Szubak of the Organization for the Defense of Four Freedoms for Ukraine;
Halyna Hawryluk and Halyna Bilyk of the Ukrainian National Women's League of America;
Roma Hadzewycz of Plast. The proclamation signing and the subsequent flag-raising
ceremony were coordinated by Mr. Bilyk and Irene Zahylkiewicz, Ukrainian Democratic
activist. The UNA contingent at the ceremonies, included eight persons.

Whippany, N.J.

Ukrainians of Morris County, N.J., observed Ukrainian Independence Day'with a concert
program on Sunday, January 17, in S t John's Ukrainian Catholic Church hall in Whippany.
The program featured addresses by former political prisoner Nadia Svitlychna and Vasyl
Pasichniak and performances by the Homin Ukrainian Bandurist Chorus, directed by
VolodymyrYurkevych,and area members of Plast's novatstvo."The program was attended by
local community and political leaders, some of whom are seen above; (from left) Felix
Smieczynski, local Polish community leader; Henry Blekicki, former mayor of Morris
Township; Arthur Albohn, mayorof Hanover Township; the Rev. Joseph Panasiuk, pastor of St
John's; Rep. Millicent Fenwick, candidate for the U.S. Senate; Ms. Svitlychna; Morris County
Freeholder Rodney Frelinghuysen, candidate for U.S. House of Representatives; Dr. Ivan
Pelech, chairman of the Morris County UCCA; and Mykola Hrehorovich, branch treasurer.

Philadelphia

(Continued on page 12)

NOTICE TO OUR CONTRIBUTORS
All materials - brief news stories, photos, captions - o n Ukrainian
Independence Day commemorations must be received by The Weekly
editorial offices by February 15. Any materials received after that date
will not be published in The Weekly. There will be no exceptions.
-Editors

Philadelphia Mayor William Green presents the Ukrainian Independence Day proclamation to
Dr. Petro Stercho, chairman of the Philadelphia branch of the Ukrainian Congress Committee
'
of America, in the presence of a delegation of Ukrainian community activists.
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News and views

Ukrainian WeelclV
Madrid: keep talking
The roar of Gen. Wojciech Jaruzclski's tanks through the streets of
Poland has done more than put a temporary damper on that country's
reform movement and further exacerbate East-West relations. It may
have sounded the death knell for the Madrid Conference on security
and human rights in Europe and jeopardized the future of the Helsinki
process itself.
When the conference resumes on February 9, the United States is
expected to urge the Western allies to adopt a plan under which the
talks would concentrate for a week to 10 days on the Polish crisis and
Soviet violations of the 1975 Helsinki Accords, then would recess until
the fall.
Put another way, rather than use the Madrid meeting as a forum for
a prolonged denunciation of Polish martial law (and Soviet
complicity), and Soviet breaches of the Helsinki Final Act, the United
States has decided that a lengthy suspension of the negotiations
presents a more effective means of protest. The reasoning here is that it
would be impolitic for the West to try and reach an agreement with the
Soviet Union and its allies in the face of the Polish crisis, the continued
Soviet presence in Afghanistan and the East bloc's cynical flouting of
the human-rights provisions incorporated in the Helsinki pact.
Clearly, it was the declaration of martial law in Poland on
December 13 which was the straw that broke the camel's back. Before
then, a compromise draft of a concluding document prepared by eight
neutral and non-aligned countries did succeed in narrowing the
differences between East and West on key human-rights and security
questions. Although both sides had strong reservations over certain
aspects of the 36-page paper, there was guarded optimism that a
compromise could be hammered out.
Gen. Jaruzelski^s tanks quashed that optimism three days before the
compromise draft was officially put forth. So, after nine months of
painstaking negotiations, which, included three recesses totalling five
months, things were back to square one.
There is some diplomatic and political sense in the U.S. position that
the talks should be suspended. Inarguably, 14 months spent banging
one's head against the wall can become exasperating, particularly if
during that span Helsinki monitors continue to be arrested, Soviet
helicopters continue to napalm Afghan villages, Western broadcasts to
Eastern Europe continue to be jammed, and a military junta brutally
seizes power in a signatory state.
But even though reaching final agreement at Madrid-is unquestioh-`
ably a redoubtable task, we suggest that a long suspension of the
review meeting at this juncture would be a diplomatic and political
blunder. For the West to throw its hands up and walk away from the
table would not, as the U.S. government argues, send a clear signal to
the Soviets that the West can no longer tolerate flagrant abuses of the
original Helsinki Accords and, therefore, refuses to negotiate further.
It will simply let the Soviets off the hook by eliminating a forum that
has clearly been a propaganda triumph for the West, a point often
raised by West German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher.
Exposing and documenting the barbarity of the Soviet system before
the entire world goes a long way in discrediting that system.
To postpone the conference for seven or eight months would give
the Soviets time to lick their wounds and to regroup. Moreover, it would
provide them with an opportunity to pin the final disintegration of
detente on the United States and the Western alliance. It would give
them an out.
In addition, given the political imponderables which may crop up in
that time span and the loss of momentum that a long hiatus would
engender, there is the risk that the meeting would not reconvene in the
fall.
Clearly, the global developments since the original Helsinki
document was concluded in 1975 are making Soviets wish they never
signed it. In exchange for de jure recognition of post-World War II
European borders, they have been publicly humiliated for their awful
human-rights record and the innate brutality of their systim.
If the talks do not reconvene in the fall, then the Helsinki Accords
will be abrogated by neglect. The West would lose a valuable
international forum for chastising the Soviets, as well as a juridical,
base for doing so. More importantly, hundreds of Soviet dissidents
and Helsinki monitors would lose yet another legalistic base on which
to anchor their humanitarian demands, and, tragically, attention to
their plight would undoubtedly wane if the review process was
v
scrapped.
Therefore, we recommend that despite excrutiating East-West
tension,`and continued East-bloc violations of the Helsinki Accords,
the United States and its allies return to the bargaining table' on
February 9 and continue the Helsinki process no matter how tedious
and frustrating it may seem. Suspending the Madrid talks will surely
accomplish less than keeping them alive, if only to keep Soviet abuses
clearly in the spotlight.
v,

Broader statistical research needed
to analyze impact of mixed marriages
by Zenon V. Waayliw
The maintenance of a Ukrainian
identity and community in the United
States is of prime concern for many
readers of The Ukrainian Weekly. This
has been illustrated by the interesting
features, articles and letters to the
editor. It is with the latter aspect that I
wish to deal — specifically, the many
letters touching on the topic of exogamous or mixed marriages.
If one were to follow statistical,
trends, one would roost likely Find an
increase over the years of marriages in
which one partner is not Ukrainian. The
most reliable sources would be Ukrai
nian church records and active member
ship in your area. Though it may appear
that a number of young people do not
attend services regularly, however, they
still marry and baptize their children in
church.
A book edited by W.R. Petryshyn,
"Changing Realities: Social Trends
Among Ukrainian Canadians," pro
vides statistics on endogamy (Ukrai
nians marrying Ukrainians).1 Despite
the fact that there is a higher concentra
tion of Ukrainians in Canada than in
the United States, there has been a
downward trend in the number of
endogamous marriages. Thefirstfigure
available is for 1921, with a high
percentage of 87.4. By 1961 it is down to
53.5 percent and finally in 1971 it is 38.7
percent.
Alongside the drop in endogamous
marriages there were declines in піга–
lity, Ukrainian language knowledge and
church affiliation.2 However, it is
apparent by the title of the above work,
plus other works, that Ukrainian Cana
dians are making an attempt to synthe
size their changing nature and come up
with possible evaluations of the future.
Unfortunately, in the United States,
little work is being done in studying and
evaluating changing Ukrainian social
trends (i.e. exogamous marriages).3
Despite similarities between the
Ukrainian communities in the United
States and Canada, there are also impor
tant differences. For example, outside
of the Northeast and portions of the
Midwest, there are very few organized
Ukrainian communities in the United
States, whereas in Canada, Ukrainians
are represented nationwide. The grow
ing migration to the West and South
would necessitate the creation of new
communities/organizations to carry on
a Ukrainian ethnic identity. Important
questions to raise here are whether
people of exogamous marriages will be
willing or prepared to develop commu
nities/organizations; and will the most
enduring institution of Ukrainian iden
tity, the Ukrainian Church, be able to
make the move to these new areas of
settlement.4
Past and present Ukrainian immi
grants have brought with them from the
homeland various political doctrines
and affiliations. They have in the past
and do today splinter the Ukrainian
community over topics that are of little
relevance or are incomprehensible to
the vast majority of younger Ukrainian
Americans. Constant intracommunity
strife, plus the absence of organiza
tions which could provide Americanbom Ukrainians the opportunity to
come to an alternate understanding of
being both an American and a Ukrai
nian has led to many exogamous
marriages. This is a phenomenon not
only among Ukrainians but.most other

groups as well. Rather than maintain
the extreme of a parochial Ukrainian
ghetto existence, many have chosen the
other extreme of mixed marriage and
assimilation into the American main
stream of ethnic non-affiliation.
Viable community and organiza
tional alternatives and constructive
discussion are needed when dealing
with mixed marriages in the Ukrainian
community. Universal endogamy
among Ukrainians is impossible and
should not be forced. However, there is
nothing inherently wrong with en
couraging Ukrainians to marry other
Ukrainians, not only for the purpose of
maintaining an active community or
national identity, but also Jaking into
consideration personal compatibility,
similarity of interests, plus emotional
and spiritual satisfaction.
Furthermore, perhaps we should
look at Ukrainian communities which
are experiencing growth and a synthesis
of multi-faceted factors for positive
solutions. I like to think of my own
community in Binghamton/Johnson
City, N.Y., and specifically the Ukrai
nian Catholic parish to which I belong
as a model. Political squabbling is
absent, and my parish (as well as the
Ukrainian Orthodox parish under the
long-term guidance of Father Lawryk)
is held in high esteem by the local nonUkrainian community.
There have been many endogamous
marriages in the past several years, but a
conscious effort is made to also enable
couples of mixed marriages to feel
comfortable in a Ukrainian environ
ment. A willingness to communicate
and cooperate has . led a number
(though not all) of the non-Ukrainian
members to cherish and actively sup
port a Ukrainian identity. Also, as a
result, our vibrant pastor, Father
Bohdan Kin, has been kept quite busy
with many baptisms (obviously a good
omen for the future).
1 have only scratched the surface in
dealing with the topic of mixed marri
ages. However, positive and concrete
discussion rather than accusations and
negativism are needed.
J recently had the opportunity to
attend a conference of young Ukrai
nians organized by Marta Korduba, the
UNA`s fraternal activities coordinator,
at Soyuzivka. We discussed-the above
topic as well as many others in what
amounted to a very positive experience.
It was decided to meet again, and I
would urge all those who are concerned
(Continued on page 11)
1. W. Roman Petryshyn, ed., "Changing
Realities: Social Trends Among Ukrainian
Canadians" (Edmonton: The Canadian
Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1980).
2. William Darcovich, "The Statistical
Compendium : An Overview of Trends," in
"Changing Realities...," p. 13.
3. Two valuable works that can be
purchased through the Harvard Ukrainian
Research Institute are: Wsevolod W. Isajiw,
ed., "Ukrainians in American and Canadian
Society, Contributions to the Sociology of
Ethnic Groups" (Jersey City, N.J.: M.P.
Kots Publishing, 1976); Paul R. Magocsi,
ed., "The Ukrainian Experience in the
United States: A Symposium" (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Insti
tute, 1979).
4. It is interesting to note that the
Byzantine Catholics (Carpatho-Rusyns)
have created a new diocese in California and
adherents of the (formerly Russian) Ortho
dox Church of America (which includes
many of Ukrainian.descent) are thriving in
these areas. - ,
.
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Madrid Review Conference: an interim report
The following is an interim report on the status of
the Madrid meeting to review implementation of the
1975 Helsinki Accords prepared at the time of its
recess on December 18,1981'. The meeting is scheduled
to reconvene on February 9. The report was provided
by the Congressional Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europe.
Phase HI of the Madrid review meeting of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
(CSCE) came to an uneasy and inconclusive end on
Friday, December 18, 1981 after eight weeks of
negotiations on a concluding document.
The brutal imposition of martial law and subse
quent suspension of civil rights in Poland occurred just
as this segment of the meeting was entering its final
week and, thus, dashed all hope of reaching agreement
in 1981. The likelihood of any substantive conclusion
to the review meeting, which is scheduled to reconvene
on February 9, is now as uncertain as the fate of
Poland.
The Madrid meeting resumed on October 27,1981,
after a recess of nearly three months. Phase II of the
meeting had ended when a Western attempt to break
the impasse on the military security and human-rights
questions was summarily rejected by the East
After 36 weeks of deliberations over 14 months, the
Madrid meeting is still divided over these same two
fundamental issues. Virtually no progress in the
human-rights and military security areas was made
during the latest phase of the meeting.
In fact, no new agreements on any outstanding
issues were reached in the eight-week period. A large
part of the reason for the inflexibility on both sides was
a desire not to concede anything until the final
bargaining at the end.
Ironically, just prior to the Polish crackdown and
despite some remaining differences between East and
West on the key issues, agreement on a substantive and
balanced concluding document seemed nearer in this
phase of the meeting than ever before, due largely to
the introduction of a package compromise proposal
by the neutral and non-aligned (NNA) nations.
While the theoretical possibility for bridging those
differences still remains, it is clear the eventual,
outcome of the Madrid meeting will be greatly affected
- if not directly determined — by the harsh crushing
of the reform movement in Poland and subsequent
developments there.
Military security
Every participating state in the CSCE had indicated
its support for convening a post-Madrid conference
on the military aspects of security in Europe. President
Ronald Reagan, in his November 18,1981, speech on
arms-control issues, reiterated U.S. support for this
proposal:
"At the current Madrid meeting of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe, we are laying
the foundation for a Western-proposed Conference on
Disarmament in Europe. This conference would
discuss new measures to enhance stability and security
in Europe. Agreement on this conference is within
reach. I urge the Soviet Union to join us and the many
other nations who are ready to launch this important
enterprise."
Agreement in Madrid has coalesced around a postMadrid security forum closely resembling the original
French-proposed and NATO-sponsored Conference
on Disarmament in Europe (CDE). All CSCE
participants have agreed that, this conference should
examine new confidence and security-building
measures (CSBMs) - such as prior notification troop
movements and military exercises — which would be
militarily significant, verifiable, politically binding
and which would be aimed at reducing the danger of
surprise attack.
The remaining unresolved issue is the area of
European territory to be covered by these measures.
The West's position is that the entire continent of
Europe from the Atlantic Ocean to the Ural Moun
tains should be included. (Under the existing Final Act
provisions, only 250 kilometers of Soviet territory are
covered.)
The Soviets have conditioned their acceptance of
this extension of the zone of applicability of CSBMs
on the willingness of the West to take a "correspond
ing" step. The United States and its allies have
indicated their readiness to extend coverage to air and
naval activities which are an integral part of ground
manuevers on the European land mass.
The'Soviets, however, have called this formulation
inadequate, claiming that the CSBM zone Should

coverall the sea area and air space around Europe, and
that the exact contours of this zone of applicability
should be drawn up at the security conference itself.
The NATO; countries adamantly oppose this idea,
insisting that all aspects of the mandate for a postMadrid security conference must be resolved in
Madrid itself in order to prevent the.conference from
becoming a mere propaganda forum.
The zone issue has been - and remains - at the
crux of the military security question in Madrid.
Human rights
Sharp differences between East and West on human
-rightswere also manifested during Phase III. Western
delegates clashed with their Eastern counterparts
during discussions of human-rights violations in both
the plenary and working group sessions of the
meeting.
Western representatives, led by the United States,
issued sharp attacks on the Soviet Union and certain
East European countries for a,wide range of humanrights violations. Perhaps the harshest condemnation
yet of Western performance in this area was expressed
by Soviet and Czechoslovak delegates during Phase
III of the Madrid meeting, in response to Western
criticism of Eastern human-rights abuses.
Discord over these issues was also evident in the
negotiations of the human-rights component of the
Madrid concluding document. The West continued to
insist that substantial progress in the human-rights
and humanitarian cooperation sections beyond the
provisions of the Final Act was essential for the
concluding document.
` While some new commitments in these areas had
been provisionally agreed upon in previous stages of
the Madrid meeting, these were not,eriough to meet
Western needs. During the eight weeks of Phase III,
however, no additional progress on these topics was
made. Not one new undertaking in the human-rights,
human-contacts or information fields was agreed
upon.
Soviet negotiators - claiming they had already
conceded as much as they could - varied their tactics
between stony silence and refusal even to discuss
Western proposals and a counter-offensive of tabling
wholly unrealistic proposals in these fields.
While some delegates believed that Eastern con
cessions in the human-rights area would be forth
coming once agreement has been reached on the
mandate for a security conference, the Soviets gave
only vague hints and such concessions might be
forthcoming. However, should the negotiations
somehow eventually get back on track following the
events in Poland, a satisfactory resolution of the
human-rights question will be central to a successful
outcome of the Madrid meeting.
Review of implementation

for human freedom and dignity, and emphasized that
"wherever there is-o'ppression, we must strive fortrue
peace and security of individuals as well as states. We
must recognize/that progress in the pursuit of liberty is
a necessary complement to military security."
During Phase 111, the U.S. delegation brought to a
total of 86 the number of individuals it has cited whose
rights under the Helsinki Accords have been violated
by Warsaw Pact countries. The delegation also raised
other human-rights concerns such as: the repressive
legal restrictions on Crimean Tatars which, propibit
them from returning to their historic homeland; the
widespread persecution of religious activists as
exemplified by the intensified harassment of Evangeli
cal Christians; the forced Russification of the Baltic
peoples; and prohibitions against manifestations of
Ukrainian culture.
',
In addition, the United States and the United
Kingdom delegates strongly attacked anti-Semitism in
the Soviet Union..The,Federal Republic of Germany
representative made a sharp statement criticizing
Soviet restrictions on the free movement of people and
flow of information across the borders of participating
states.
j
Western delegations also reacted to current
developments. For example, Ambassador Kampelman
in referring to the observance of Political Prisoner
Day on October 30 in the Soviet Union, again raised
the Raoul Wallenberg case and protested the stepped up efforts by the USSR and Czechoslovakia to
eradicate Helsinki monitoring groups in their coun
tries.
The United States delegation commemorated the
33rd anniversary of the adoption of the Universal
Declaration on Human Rights and, in that connection,
appealed for the release of individuals presently
imprisoned or separated from their families by Eastern
governments. And, as international concern mounted
in connection with the hunger strike of Dr. Andrei
Sakharov and his wife, Yelena Bonner, the United
States and many other Western delegations repeatedly
protested against the Soviet government's stubborn
and inhumane refusal to respond to the Sakharovs`
demands to let their daughter-in-law join her husband
in the United States.
On a few occasions, the East, notably the USSR and
Czechoslovakia, accused the West of massive viola
tions of human rights.
The Eastern attacks focused on unemployment,
crime, the Ku Klux Klan, the tragic murders of black
children in Atlanta, alleged anti-Semitism in the
United States, racism, purported U.S. government
mistreatment of the aiMraffic controllers and the
alleged British torture of IRA inmates in Maze Prison
The United States and Britain refuted these charges
and produced evidence to document the East's record
of blatant discrimination against minority and
national groups, forced labor, inhuman treatment of
political prisoners, psychiatric abuse, suppression of
free trade unions and the growing crime rate in the
USSR.
As Phase III neared an end and the full extent of the
suppression of human freedoms in Poland became
known to the world, the United States and other
Western and neutral countries condemned the Polish
military regime for its wholesale violation of the
human-rights provisions of the Helsinki Accords.
The most that the East could do to respond was to
repeat the tired and ineffectual argument that such
criticism constitutes impermissible interference in the
internal affairs of a participating state. The meeting
ended on this discordant point of charges and counter
charges about Poland. The Soviet Union was clearly
put on the defensive both for its obvious role in the
Polish events and for having destroyed the possibility
of ending the Madrid meeting on a positive note.

Throughout the course of Phase 111, the U.S.
delegation, together with other Western countries,
continued the practice of calling certain Eastern
countries to task for their deplorable, and steadily
worsening, implementation records in both the
military security and humanitarian areas.
By continuing to raise implementation issues, the
West acted to effectively restore balance to the
meeting, which might otherwise have been in danger of
devoting excessive time to the elaboration of new
provisions for a Madrid concluding document and
ignoring continuing violations of the original provi
sions of the Helsinki Final Act.
Putting the Soviet so-called "peace offensive" in
Europe into stark perspective, the United States
delegation documented and denounced recent Soviet
actions which had drastically undermined European
NNA Initiative
security and increased tensions on the continent.
Included in the U.S. indictment was the failure to
On December 16, during the final week of Phase III,
adequately notify major military maneuvers, in
particular the maneuver Zapad '81 held near Poland in eight neutral and non-aligned countries — Austria,
early September, the violation of Swedish territorial Cyprus, Finland, Liechtenstein, San Marino, Sweden,
waters by a Soviet spy submarine (probably nuclear- Switzerland and Yugoslavia - formally introduced a
armed), the invasion and continued occupation of new compromise draft of the concluding document for
Afghanistan and, ultimately, the imposition of martial the Madrid meeting.
This 36-page document was the result of weeks of
law in Poland and Soviet involvement therein, all of
which constituted flagrant violations of virtually every intensive informal contacts between the NNA coun
Helsinki Final Act principal and provision relating to tries, acting as intermediaries, and selected Western
and Eastern delegations. Three delegations - the
security in Europe.
In this context, U.S. Delegation Chief Max United States, the United Kingdom and Norway Kampelman in a plenary speech recalled President had been designated by the Western allies to negotiate
Reagan's statement of November 18, 1981, which directly with the NNA'representatives in these
- (Continued on page te)` - ` . v ` - л `
linked true peace and security `in Europe with respect . : M I . , , . . ^ . .
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Japanese scholar plans translations of Dzyuba, Shevchenko works
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - How many
people do you know that can recite
Taras Shevchenko's poetry in Ukrainian? And also in Japanese? Offhand,
we can think of one. He is Kazuo Nakai,
a Japanese Fulbright scholar and specialist in Ukrainian studies who, along
with octogenarian apiarist Myron
Surmach Sr., recently visited the Svoboda editorial offices.
Mr. Nakai, a 33-year-old research
associate at the Harvard Ukrainian
Research Institute, was in New York to
attend a conference of the American
Association of Teachers of Slavic and
Eastern European Languages
(ATSEEL) and to visit his close friend
Mr. Surmach, whom he met through
rather interesting circumstances.
While at the Svoboda offices, Mr.
Nakai talked at length about his first
encqunter with the Ukrainian culture
and language as well as his intriguing
meeting with Mr. Surmach.
Mr. Nakai, who spoke Ukrainian
cautiously, yet fluently, told the editors
at Svoboda that his interest in Ukrainian began while he was studying
Russian history in Tokyo. He had
decided to write his master's thesis
about peasant uprisings in 1917-20.
Thus, he also encountered the Ukrainian peasants' revolt of that period.
Intrigued by what he had read, Mr.
Nakai delved into the history of this
period.
Unfortunately, he found many gaps

in what he read in Japanese.
He decided to look for a universitv
where he could obtain more information. Naturally, he turned to Harvard
and its Ukrainian Research Institute.
Needing help with some translations,
Mr. Nakai wrote to Mr. Surmach,
former owner of the Surma bookstore
and legendary beekeeper, asking about
the availability of Andrusyshen's Ukrainian-English and Kuzela`s UkrainianGerman dictionaries.
Mr. Surmach responded by saying
that he could provide the lexicon under
certain conditions: Mr. Nakai could
have the books for S100, or he could
agree to come to New York sometime
and share his interest in Ukrainian
history with the Ukrainian Literary
Club. Mr. Nakai accepted the latter
offer and become close friends with Mr.
Surmach, who in turn introduced Mr.
Nakai to his 3 million bees.
Mr. Nakai says he enjoys these visits
in the Ukrainian community because he
can bone up on his Ukrainian and
discuss a wide variety of topics. He is
only one of two Japanese scholars
that specializes in Ukrainian and when
his year at the HURI is up, he will return
to Tokyo, where he will miss his
Ukrainian conversations.
Indeed a pioneer in his studies, Mr.
Nakai is working on a translation of
Ivan Dzyuba`s "Internationalism or
Russification," which has already been
published in many languages, including

Kazuo Nakai and Myron Surmach Sr., during their recent visit to the Svoboda
editorial offices.
Chinese. He has completed about a course, with Shevchenko, who Mr.
third of the work on this endeavor, Nakai says awakened his interest in
translating directly from Ukrainian to Ukrainians.
"Shevchenko is immortal," comJapanese.
The young scholar's plans for the mented Mr. Surmach. "Although he
future include a translation of Shev- has been dead for 120 years, he stands
chenko's "Kobzar." After he tackles the before us, over us - just as it was
translation of Shevchenko's poetry, he before, so it is now.
And, he will continue to stand before
wants to write a book on the contemporary history of Ukraine, beginning of us in the future."

New York School of Bandura banquet honors Nick Czorny, administrator
by Laryssa Lauret

about to give a donation to the New
York School of Bandura Scholarship
NEW YORK - It's not easy to keep Fund — brought Mr. Czorny to the
secret a banquet that is being planned entrance of the hall. The bandurists
for around a hundred people when the struck up a rousing march, and there
one for whom it is being planned is stood Mr. Czorny, for the first second
constantly around.
or so, confused — then totally stunned
The New York School of Bandura — and then, looking around at the
was planning one for its administrative smiling faces of the standing guests and
director, Nick Czorny, and it somehow the students of the school — moved managed to do just that.
yes, very moved. He stood motionless,
For some time already, the parents of listening, with tears in his eyes.
the youths involved in the work of the
After a spontaneous "Mnohaya Lita,"
New York School of Bandura had felt he was led to his seat at the head table at
strongly that "something should be which Fathers Sebastian Shewchuk,
done" for Mr. Czorny.
Wolodymyr Bazylevsky and
For those who don't know Mr. Tkachuk, Panimatka Tkachuk, and his
Czorny, let me tell you: he is the prime beaming wife, Stefania Czorny, were
mover of the school; in fact he is the already seated. Then, the students, led
school. An obsessed workaholic, he not by Marta Jowyk, presented him with a
only gives of his time after his daily job, kolach, decorated with 11 birds exbut also before and during (I hope his quisitely sculpted out of dough. Ten
employer doesn4 read this!) Five people birds were for each of the 10 years that
could not accomplish what he does the school had been in existence; the
singlehandedly. He is a bottomless well 1 Ith was for an extra measure of good
of energy and a continuous fountain of luck.
ideas and ever-bigger and bolder dreams
The students approached the head
for ways of acquainting the world with table, and one by one they read out the
his favorite instrument, the bandura.
wish that each bird had brought to Mr.
I was quite pleased, therefore, when Czorny. The 1 Ith wish was the grandthe early part of December I received a est: that in the next 10 years the New
call from one of the mothers, Maria York School of Bandura ought to give a
Jowyk, sharing with me her idea that we concert, not in the auditorium of
should honor Mr. Czorny with a ban- Stuyvesant High School, but on the
quet. Would I be willing to emcee and stage of a free Kiev!
generally be of help? Yes, indeed, I
There were many expressions of best
answered, only wishing I had thought of wishes from those present, most notably
it first. Everybody connected with the from Julian Kytasty, the musical direcschool agreed it was a wonderful idea, tor of the school, who warmly greeted
and we all got to work.
Mr. Czorny on behalf of members of the
December 19 was chosen as the school as well as those present He also
banquet date since it coincided with conveyed warm regards and wishes for
Mr. Czorny's nameday and, it was a success in the' future from the great
Saturday. We all agreed that it should Maestro Hryhory Kytasky.
be a surprise. Did we carry it off? Yes,
and unbelievably well at that.
The evening was not without its
When the day arrived, we all gathered comic side. Besides several songs that
in the spacious dining hall in back of the the bandura ensemble played at various
Ukrainian Restaurant in the Ukrainian intervals between courses, there was
National Home. Orest Baransky - also a duet by Julian Kytasty and
under the pretext that someone was Mykola Deychakiwsky, who sang hu-

Nick Czorny, administrative director of the New York School of Bandura, admires
a giant-size card that bears the message "The School of Bandura without Mr.
Czorny is like a bandura without strings.''
morous lyrics written especially for the
occasion.
Of course, Mr. Czorny was presented
with a gift, and a very ingenious one, at
that: a leather briefcase, just large
enough to carry his 8-by-l I-inch sheets
of music (which he continuously carries
around with him for photocopying
purposes), and on its face an embossed
bandura. But that wasn't the only

bandura of the evening. Bohdanna
Wolansky, on behalf of the Promin
Choir, presented Mr. Czorny with a
leather cassette in the form of a bandura!
It was a most enjoyable evening, and
we were all glad that we had finally
paid homage, even if in a modest way, to
a man who truly deserved it.
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Ukrainian pro hockey update
by Ihor N. Stelmach

Ж

up for a brief cup of coffee early this chance, giving it his all this season in
season with Edmonton, is a сапЧ-miss New Brunswick where he is the AHL`s
Oiler prospect, his fifth-place on the second leading scorer, behind fellow
CHL scoring parade enhancing his Uke, Mike Krushelnyski.
Edmonton's big Ukrainian left wing
value.
However, at the other side of the
Oave Semenko was suspended for six
An example of the second classifica spectrum are ex-NHLers like Mike
games for jumping off the Oilers' player
tion can be seen in the careers of Dale Busniuk, Dennis Polonich and Mike
bench to aid in an altercation of feisty
Yakiwchuk and Mike Kaszycki. The Antonovich. Each is in their early 30s,
fisticuffs during a January 2 game
former is an ex-No. 1 pick of the looking back at their NHL years with
against Boston. This comes as no
Montreal Canadiens, who mistakenly fond memories of how good it used to
surprise to those familiar with Dave's
opted for Winnipeg in the WHA (before be. Busniuk is already a player-assistant
pugilistic reputation around the league.
the merger) and never made it. He has coach in the Flyers' organization.
Interestingly enough, his team suffered
age on his side and will be fortunate to Polonich somehow survived five-plus
through a dismal slump during Dave's
get one more shot at the big time. seasons fighting for Detroit and Anto
suspension, with his centerman, the
UKRAINIAN UTTERINGS: At Kaszycki spent two uninspired seasons novich prospered throughout the days
prolific Wayne Gretzky, enduring a press time Washington's Dennis Maruk with the Islanders, was traded to Toron of the WHA. For them, the end is near.
stretch of point accumulation not up to had catapulted to third among all NHL to, only to get sent back down to ride the
A complete listing of all Ukrainian
this season's par.
scorers; Wayne Babych signs new four- buses. He, too, holds out for one last minor league hockey stars follows.
year contract with St. Louis (no details
yet); Bernie Federko goes over 400
Babych, Federko sing
American Hockey League
points for his career, Babych, big com
the injury blues
mercial star on St. Louis'flagship radio
(Detroit)
Adirondack
station, KMOX; Ranger Eddie John- GT Larry Lozinski
Right on the verge of reclaiming their stone, asked to assess Ukrainian assis RW Dennis Polonich
(Detroit)
Adirondack
divisional lead, the St. Louis Blues'mid- tant coach Walt Tkaczuk's coaching
(Boston)
C Mike Krushelnyski
Erie
season hopes suffered a temporary style, put it this way: "He coaches like he GT Clint Malarchuk
(Quebec)
Fredericton
setback when their top two scorers, plays...he never gets excited, and seems
(Philadelphia)
D Mike Busniuk
Maine
Ukrainians.Bernie Federko and Wayne to always know what he's doing"; Agent GT Bob Janecyk
(Chicago-Toronto)
New Brunswick
Babych, were forced to the sidelines Gus Badali predicts that his latest super GT Warren Skorodenski
(Chicago-Toronto)
New Brunswick
with injuries. Federko sustained a rib client, Winnipeg's Dale Hawerchuk,
(Chicago-Toronto)
New Brunswick
C Mike Kaszycki
injury which put him out of action for will score 100 points this season...Gus, RW Bart Yachimec
(Chicago-Toronto)
New Brunswick
six games during which St. Louis faired your prediction is definitely on target,
(Los Angeles)
New Haven
D Dennis Owchar
not too badly. For teammate Babych,
(Montreal)
Nova Scotia
old buddy!!! His Jet teammates quick to RW Greg Paslawski
however, the prognosis was not quite as
LW iSt^ve Qrleski
(Montreal)
Nova Scotia
positive. Wayne severely damaged his nickname rookie Hawerchuk "Duckey"...
(Buffalo)
C .ehris Hary'k"
Rochester
shoulder and the timetable for his Well find out why real soon!
MIKE SHOWS WHO'S BOSS: (an
return reads mid-February at best. A
Central Hockey League
shame for this sharp-shooting right update of Mike Bossyisms): Through
winger who has been riddled with January 13 Mike had 12-game point
Dallas
(Vancouver)
injuries throughout his brief, but so scoring streak; also had tied a club GT Bill Oleschuk
(Colorado) '
Forth .Worth
promising pro career. ` `
ч` -л " record with at least one assist in nine GT Steve Janaszak
(N.Y. Islanders)
Indianapolis
consecutive games; has tremendously GT Kelly Hrudey
(N.Y. Islanders)
C Steve Stoyanovich
Indianapolis
improved his playmaking skills as
(Minnesota)
C Mike Antonovich
Nashville
witnessed by the significant increase in
Nasty New York
(St. Louis)
Salt Lake City
C Ken Federko
his assist totals this season; all year has
jaw breaker
(Winnipeg)
D Greg Kostenko
Tulsa
maintained third/fourth position in
overall NHL scoring race; most of
(Edmonton)
C Walt Poddubny
Wichita
The New York Rangers' promising campaign has ranked second best in
Ukrainian defender, Ed Hospodar, had goal scoring; the 24-year-old right wing
International Hockey League
his jaw broken in an on-the-ice duel earned approximately 5185,000 plus
with Islander Clark Gillies during a bonuses last season when he was the C Dale Yakiwchuk
Milwaukee
(Que.-St Louis-Edmon.)
December 30 all-New York hockey league's fourth top scorer...
D Peter Steblyk
Toledo
(Minn.-Phila-N.Y. Isles)
match. Hospodar will be sidelined six to
eight weeks while recuperating from
Atlantic Coast Hockey League
this most shattering incident where he Glance at minor leagues
played loyal enforcer for his Ranger Ukrainian style
rosters not yet available
teammates.
In addition to the 20 Ukrainian
hockey stars currently occupying active
Ukrainian scoring leaders
spots on NHL rosters, an additional 23
(including games of Thursday, January 21)
presently toil in the minor leagues. The
Pts. PIM.
Games Goals Ass.
Team
Player
top minor league (AHL) boasts the
majority of our Ukrainians (13), while M. Bossy
34
41
45
75
6
N.Y. Isles
no analysis could be made of the new D. Maruk
88
46
33
74
41
Washington
Atlantic Coast League due to una D. Hawerchuk
48
27
56
25
29
Winnipeg
vailable information.
71
47
22
48
M.. Lukowich
Winnipeg
26
An introspective examination of our B. Federko
40
16
46
38
St. Louis
30
minor leaguers reveals three definite S. Smyl
47
17
29
46
88
Vancouver
classifications of players: 1. the definite T. Lysiak
13
39
35
39
26
Chicago
prospect in need' of just a bit more D. Babych
14
24
38
70
48
Winnipeg
. seasoning; 2. the middle to late-round M. Zuke
8
28
36
18
43
St. Louis
draftee or the disappointing high pick J. Ogrodnick
17
36
12
48
19
Detroit
from a few years back, each with a slim W. Babych
13
18
31
29
29
St. Louis
hope of making it up or back to the D. Bonar
18
46
8
26
55
Los Angeles
NHL; 2. the veteran who'll probably R. Saganiuk
31
40
8
12
20
Toronto
finish his career in the minors.
8
15 109
Edmonton
33
7
D. Semenko
Specifically speaking, Ukrainian F. Boimistruck
10
12
26
43
2
Toronto
hockey fans should have much to P. Shmyr
5
6
77
Hartford
41
1
rejoice and read about in the coming E. Hospodar
142
30
2
3
8
N.Y. Rangers
years. The goaltenders alone rate as L. Melnyk
25
18
5
4
Boston
0
outstanding future prospects especially S. Ludzik
2
2
1
11
Chicago
considering their severe dearth in the M. Zaharko
13
0
1
18
Chicago
league. Lozinski and Malarchuk rank W. Poddubny
0
0
0
4
Edmonton
tops for the future with their respective D. Michayluk
0
Phila.
1
0
0
0
parent
clubs,
Detroit
and
Quebec.
Ed Hospodar
Indeed, Malarchuk has already been
recalled for two games this season.
Transactions
Coming next week: an up-close-and- personal feature on Vancouver's Stan
Among the others, Mike Krushelnyski,
"Steamer" Smyl, the latest Ukrainian gossip from around the NHL -Ukrai
CALGARY: Carl Mokosak, LW, currently atop all AHL scorers, might
be seen centering future Bruins in nian headliners, and much, much more...
returned to Brandon (WHL)
CHICAGO: Miles Zaharko, D, re Boston Garden. And Walt Poddubny,

Spirited Semenko
suspended

called from New Brunswick (AHL);
Steve Ludzik, C, also recalled from New
Brunswick; Tom Lysiak, C, sidelined
briefly with knee injury.
EDMONTON: Walt Poddubny, CRW, recalled from Wichita (CHL)
PHILADELPHIA: Dave Michayluk,
RW, recalled from Regina (WHL) and
later returned.
- QUEBEC: Clint Malarchuk, GT,
returned to Frederiction (AHL)
ST. LOUIS: Bernie Federko, C, and
Wayne Babych, RW, on injury list

л ,.-.
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New York's UIA has successful
fall, early winter season
by Roman Juzeniw
NEW YORK - The,fall 1981 season
and the new winter season have borne
out the Ukrainian Institute's slogan,
"To serve as the window to the world for
the Ukrainian community."
The many events either held at,
initiated or sponsored by the Ukrai
nian Institute of America in the past
half-year, have given the non-Ukrainian
public the. opportunity to discover the
Ukrainian culture and. spirit.
To wit, the past six. months have seen
the following take place at the Insti
tute:
,,: .
" The UIA Film sWies, had its first
showing on Sunday, October 25, 1981.
Featured was Serge Paradjanov`s "Shadpws of Forgotten Ancestors." Admin
istrative Director John Samilenko
introduced the film, noting the subse
quent repression of the noted filmmaker
by the Soviets, to the many nonUkrainian attendees.
At the second showing "The Black
Pearl," an award-winning film, was
screened on December II, 1981, in the
presence of its Ukrainian co-producer,
lhor Pryshlak.
" Roman Sawycky gave a lecture on
"Ukrainian Melodies in World Music",
during which he demonstrated Ukrai
nian themes in the works of Beethoven,
Liszt, Tchaikovsky, Bartok and others
on Friday, October 30.
a November 8 was the date for the
"Matinee of Young Talent," which is
annually staged by the Branch 72 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America, which is also a memberorganization of the institute. Perform
ing were: soprano Maria Mandzy-

Wolansky and I 3-year-old pianist
Nadia Bohachevsky.
" On Saturday, November 14, the
renowned artist Pedro Andrusiw (since
deceased) spoke on his monumental
work "Christianity of Rus'-Ukraine."
His lecture utilized slides showing the 6by-12-foot work in progess.
" On November 29, Prof. Jurij Огап–
sky spoke on "The Music and Life of
Stanislav Liudkevych," also playing
tapes of his music and including a
performance of his works by Olha
Hajewsky.
чe That same evening saw the opening
of a "Young Ukrainian Artists Exhibi
tion, sponsored by the UIA, featuring
works by Victoria Varvariv, Anna
Paczczak-Denysyk, Larysa Martyniuk
and Christina Kotlar-Chura. The exhi
bit ran through December II.
-
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of the New York Metropolitan Area
sponsored a "Christmas Tree Decorat
ing Evening." About 70 students from
10 universities attended the party,
which was planned by the New York
University Ukrainian Students' Asso
ciation.
- . ..
The 1981 year at the institute ended
with a New Year's Eve celebration
organized by a special committee under
the supervision of Ms.. Petryshyn and
the help of many ladies. The vice
president of the litA, Walter Nazarewicz, bid the old year good-bye and
welcomed"the new one with very best
wishes to all the members and friends of
the institute. The musical program was
in the hands of Metropolitan Opera star

Manor offers free dlntal clinic

JENKINTOWN, Pa. The
1982 National Dental Health
Month is being celebrated this year by
all faculty and students at the Manor
Dental Center. An all-out demon
strated effort is being made by the
administration, faculty and students to
promote the importance of good dental
" On December 13, another exhibit
health. In this regard, free dental exams,
opened at the institute, this one featur
ing oil paintings and etchings by Arcadia along with a doctor's consultation will
Olenska-Petryshyn. Plants, greenery be provided on an appointment basis
and window views of gardens in bloom during several days in February, the
were the main theme of Ms. Petryshyn's month designated as National Dental
Health Month.
work.
"It is hoped that this program will
t The Christmas holiday season saw a' stimulate interest in understanding the
lot of activity at the Ukrainian Institute importance of having healthy teeth and
of America, with threfc^Yalynka" gums and provide people with an
nights taking place.
opportunity to do something positive to
UNWLA Branch 72 had a "Christ carry out this objective", said Eileen
mas Party" for its members and invited Suffet, director of the Expandedguests. The Ladies Auxiliary of the New Function Dental Assisting Program at
York Branch of the Ukrainian Medical Manor.
Association of North America spon
Manor Dental Health Center is
sored its traditional "Evening of Carols located on the Manor Junior College
by the Christmas Tree" on December campus, at Fox Chase Road and For
12. The program included perfor rest Avenue, east of Jenkintown. The
mances by children, age 3 to 10.
center opened its doors in, October 1979
On December 19, Ukrainian students and was developed as an adjunct to the

Madrid.
(Continued from page 7)

informal sessions in an effort to work out outstanding
differences with the East.
The Compromise draft of the concluding document
that was finally introduced by the NNA countries on
December 16 incorporated all previously agreed upon
language and contained several new formulations. I;
also did succeed in narrowing the differences between
East and West on key human-rights and militarysecurity questions, although both sides expressed
strong reservations over certain aspects of the paper.
For the West, and in particular the U.S. delegation,
the human-rights portion of the NNA draft document
was inadequate in several important respects. While
containing provision for a human-rights experts
meeting, the paper failed to make adequate reference
to the role that Helsinki monitors and other private
individuals play in the Helsinki process, or to provide
for an experts meeting on family reunification.
In addition, although the NNA paper contained
some slight improvements on the Final Act's Basket
III human-contacts and information provisions and
included new, if qualified, provisions promoting
religious liberty, it contained virtually no reference to
the lengthy review of implementation which had been
a major component of the meeting's agenda.
In the security area, the NNA paper removed some
of the obstacles dividing East and West over the
mandate for the envisaged post-Madrid meeting on
confidence and security-building measures, leaving
the most important issue, the precise definition of the
zone of applicability in Europe of these measures still
unresolved.
The paper made two major, although incomplete,
steps toward satisfying the Western demand that the
CSBMs cover the whole of Europe, including the
entire European part of the Soviet Union. As a
compromise formulation, the NNA paper stipulated
that the "adjoining sea area and air space" of Europe
will also be subjected to CSBMs, but did not meet the
-Western' requirement that only military activities in

Andrij Dobriansky, who sang a few
Ukrainian songs accompanied by the
well-known pianist. Dr. Juliana Osinchuk.
Several other interesting cultural
events organized by the Program and
Art Commutes of the UIA were re
ported on in previous issues of The
Ukrainian Weekly.
A new UIA calendar of events for
1982 will be issued soon. Readers are
urged to read the Ukrainian press for
announcements on future events at the
institute.
-. ^
Those wishing more information
should write to: Ukrainian Institute of
America, 2 E. 79 SL, New York, NY.
10021 or call (2J2) 288-4660. -.

the sea and air space constituting an an "integral part"
of military maneuvers on the territory of Europe are to
require notification.
The Soviets labeled the NNA effort as essentially
Western-oriented and refused to agree to proposed
revisions in the human-rights area. At the same time,
while publicly giving the NNA paper a lukewarm
reception, they were suprisingly restrained in their
private criticisms until the radically changed circum
stances in Poland made it clear that agreement was no
longer possible.
The impact of Poland
The imposition of martial law and the subsequent
repression in Poland brought the frenetic negotiations
on the NNA draft concluding document to a halt.
With the crackdown in Poland, this latest phase of the
Madrid meeting concluded without even an agreement
in principle on the key components of the concluding
document. The final day's plenary was marked by a
succession of strong denunciations by the United
States, as well as nearly every other Western delega
tion, including three of the four traditionally neutral
states, of the events in Poland.
These events were clear and blatant violations of
fundamental Final Act provisions, including Principle
VII on respect for human-rights and fundamental
freedoms and various Basket III provisions dealing
with the free flow of people, ideas and information. In
addition, the clear complicity - if not direct
involvement — of the Soviet Union in the Polish
repression also violated important Final Act prin
ciples dealing with non-intervention in the internal
affairs of other states and respect for the sovereignty of
states.
The brutal imposition of martial law and the
suspension of human freedoms in Poland came just as
the NNA states had be"gun their final push for
agreement in principle on their compromise draft. 6y
the: time'rt' Was1 formally presented in plenary, on

Expanded-Functions Dental Assisting
Program.
This unique .two-year associate de
gree program trains students to become
skilled paraprofessiohals. The emphasis
is placed upon both traditional chairside assisting and expanded-function
duties. Qualified dental auxiliary per
sonnel can now assume a major role in
providing dental cafe while under direct
supervision of the dentist. The auxi
liary's role is now expanded to include
the ability to perform reversible dental
procedures that were once provided by
the dentist only. Students receive their
clinical training at the dental center
where over 1,000 patients come for
treatment.
The center is under the clinical
direction of Dr. Alexandra Baker.
There are two additional general practi
tioners on the. staff, as well as an
orthodontist.
Anyone interested in availing them
selves of the opportunity of having their
teeth examined free during National
Dental Health Month may call (215)
887-7617 to schedule an appointment.

December 16, three days after the declaration of
martial law in Poland, it became clear to all that there
was no possibility for the adoption of a new series of
East-West accords. All that remained was for the West
and some neutral countries to denounce the events in
Poland and to adjourn as agreed, on December 18.
Outlook for the future
The Madrid meeting is slated to reconvene on
February 9. It seems a foregone conclusion that the
meeting will not return to a business-as-usual
discussion of the NNA paper with its proposals for
new areas of East-West cooperation and its promises
for strengthened.commitments to human rights.
The focus will be on Poland and the egregious
violations of the Helsinki Final Act which the Polish
and Soviet governments have committed in their allout assault on the basic human rights of the Polish
workers and the Polish people.
In these circumstances, it is difficult to imagine how
the Madrid meeting can be concluded with the
adoption of a lengthy and comprehensive document
along the lines of the NNA paper as had seemed
possible in mid-December. In fact, after the events in
Poland, the NNA paper appears totally inadequate in
many aspects and certainly could not be considered
any longer as a serious basis for the ending of the
meeting.
At this juncture, it appears that it will not be
possible, or certainly not appropriate, to negotiate
anything further at Madrid short of an eventual
agreement to end the meeting as is, with a truncated
document setting the time and place for the next
review meeting, or to postpone its continuation to a
much later date.
Whatever happens, the sad truth is that the
smashing of Solidarity and the human-rights move
ment in Poland has set East-West relations back to
such a degree that it is impossible (o predict the longrange consequences' fo'f' either the" Madrid meeting or
the CSCE procesk'itsel'f.^' `""'` v ; ` `" ' ' '"`'
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School kids in Philadelphia
decorate Ukrainian Easter eggs
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Preview of events
Sunday, January 31

Saturday, February 6

NEW YORK: Dr. Myron В. Киго–
pas will speak on "Paths to Unity
within the Ukrainian Community in
the United States - Past and Pre
sent" at the Ukrainian National
Home, 140 Second Ave., at 2 p.m.
The lecture is sponsored by the
Committee for Law and Order in the
UCCA.

CHICAGO: Branches of Ukrainian
professional organizations for physi
cians, engineers and veterinarians
will sponsor their annual banquet
and ball, featuring the presentation
of 1982 debutantes, at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, 720 S. Michigan Ave.
Cocktails are at 6:30 p.m.; banquet at
7:30 p.m. For information call (312)
HU6-4348. Proceeds from the event
are earmarked for charitable causes.

NEW YORK: The New York Plast
branch's seniors and "starshi plastuny" are sponsoring a traditional
Christmas "Yalynka" at the Plast
headquarters, 142 Second Ave., at
1:30 p.m. All Plast members are
invited.

Meredith School students decorate pysanky
PHILADELPHIA - When students Ukrainian, as is Dr. Andrij Szul, de
at Meredith Elementary Public School, segregation coordinator. She wanted to
a predominantly black school until it surprise Mr. Hanusey and the principal
was desegregated two years ago under by having her students learn pysankathe Philadelphia District's Voluntary making.
Desegregation Plan, were looking for a
"One unique twist we found was
creative art project recently, their that many of the students from other
teacher suggested they try their hand at cultural backgrounds infused their art
pysanka decorating.
work with touches of their own culture,
Since the teaCher is not Ukrainian, which really made the decorated eggs
the principal is Italian and, what's more, very unusual," Ms. Wolff told Reflec
there are no Ukrainian students en tions, the district's desegregation news
rolled in the school, why would she letter.
choose to teach the kids the art of
One of the ways the Meredith School
decorating Ukrainian Easter eggs? became desegregated was by offering a
"I guess it's not something you see special program in unified arts, as nonevery day,", said Nancy Wolff, the art minority students flocked there to take
i
teacher, as black students tackled the advantage of the program.
challenge of trying to etch and paint
intricate patterns on the eggs.
The school's principal, Angelo
Well, there is an explanation for the Branca, found the pysanka project
exciting,
and is looking forward to
art teacher's rather innovative idea. She
knew that Dr. Richard Hanusey, asso expanding similar folk art offerings in
ciate superintendent of field operations Meredith's program.
and the man in charge of the district's
You might say the pysanka-decoratVoluntary Desegregation Plan was ing project helped, ahem, egg him on.

NEW YORK: Violinist Helen Strike,
cellist Nestor Cybriwsky and pianist
Thomas Hrynkiw will perform in
concert at the Ukrainian Institute of
America, 2 E. 79th St., at 3 pjn. The
concert, which is part of the UIA's
Monday, February 1
Ukrainian Composers Series, will
feature works by Barvinsky, KoMONTREAL: "Chamber Music by senko and Nyzhankivsky.
Ukrainian Composers" is the title of
a concert to be held here at 8:30 p.m. DATE CHANGE
at Pollack Concert Hall. The concert
features Luba Zuk, pianist, Thomas NEW YORK: The Chervona Kalyna
Williams, violinist, Stephen Kon- debutante ball will be held February
daks, violist, and Tina Williams, 20, not February 27 as first reported.
cellist, who will perform works by The date has been changed due to an
George Fiala, Hennady Lashenko, error on the part of the administra
Myroslav Skoryk, Vasyl Barvinsky tion of the Roosevelt Hotel, Madison
and Mykola Kolessa. Admission is Avenue and 45th St., where the ball
free.
will be held.

УКРАЇНСЬКИЙ НАРОДНИЙ СОЮЗ, Інк.
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, Inc.
P.O. Box 17a ' 30 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N.J 07303
Telephones: (201) 451-2200, N.Y. Line (212) 227-5250

CANADIAN OFFICE
18 Leland Avenue
Toronto. Ont. M8Z 2X5
Tel : (416) 231-4685

Brooklyn church featured in newspaper
BROOKLYN, N.Y. - St. Nicholas here because their peer group is not
Ukrainian Catholic Church in the Park here. It's not that they are not looking
Slope section of Brooklyn' is a little for involvement. Now young people
parish "with a host of problems but a lot have been helping out with flea markets,
and college students are getting in
more hope."
Featured in Brooklyn's local news volved in the parish," he said.
The parish now has traditional meals,
paper, Home Reporter and Sunset
New.s, the church is undergoing a "Prosphora" and "Sviachene," to go
renaissance in a neighborhood that is along with the,traditional liturgies and
ceremonies of the holiday seasons
also seeing its rebirth.
Pastor James Steele, interviewed by which are conducted partly in Old
Dan Richards, said: "We place the Church Slavonic and partly in English.
church under the patronage of St. In these ways Father Steele hopes to
Nicholas, because he was the wonder attract young parishioners who want to
worker. What we are trying to do is explore their Slavic background through
their religion.
work wonders here."
"This parish may be poor in money,
According to Father Steele, the
parish today has about 135 members but it's rich in people," the pastor said.
and 95 percent of these individuals are "I'd like to tell people that this parish is
senior citizens. These are the people alive and that there is a future here."
who refuse to see the church disappear.
They lend their time and effort to
recycling drives, bake sales and flea
(Continued from page 6)
markets.
The parish was founded in 1916, to join concerned Ukrainians in con
during a period of Ukrainian migration. structive endeavors. Contact Ms. Ког–
Many people settled in north Brooklyn, duba through the UNA, and she will go
in Williamsburg, founding the Holy out of her way to inform you.
It is important to realize that the
Ghost community, and when the south
ern section of Brooklyn needed a church future of a Ukrainian identity and
St. Nicholas was built. Today, these two culture in the United States is being
parishes are still the only Ukrainian determined now. If one wants it to be
cherished by present and future genera
churches in Brooklyn.
Father Steele told Mr. Richards that tions, then one must encourage positive
the rebirth of the church has not been and constructive paths to wards resolu
, . ., easy. UA lot of young people don4 come tion and cooperation.

Sunday, February 7

УКРАЇНСЬКИЙ
НАРОДНИЙ
СОЮЗ
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NATIONAL
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Mae 16 кпяс модерн
забезпечення

' Oilers 16 types of hie
insurance protection

Забезпечує членів
до 100.000 доляріе.

' Insures members lor
up to Я 00.000.

Виплачує найвищу
дивіденду

' Pays out high dividends
on certilicates.

Видає щоденник
Свободу'
Український
Тижневик і журнал
для дітей Веселка"

' Publishes the "Svoboda"
daily, the English language
The Ukrainian Weekly" and
the children's magazine
"Veselka ' ("The Rainbow")

СТуДіЮЮЧІЙ МОЛОДІ

Provides scholarships
lor students.

Удержує вакаиійну
оселю СОЮЗІвку

Owns the beautiful
estate Soyuzivka"

Удшяє стипендії

Broader..

Украімська Будівля -

Ukrainian Building

H e a d q u a r t e r s of the U k r a i n i a n N a t i o n a l A s s o c i a t i o n

ВСТУПАЙТЕ В ЧЛЕНИ
УНС 1
ЗАБЕЗПЕЧІТЬСЯ
І БУДЬТЕ
, ЗАБЕЗПЕЧЕНІ!

JOIN THE UNA INSURE YOURSELF
AND BE SAFE!
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19, 1980), a document which we are sure
a well-experienced federal prosecutor as
you is familiar with, but just in case
community to find his own witnesses you're not, well gladly provide you with
which could attest to the veracity of the a copy.
In October 1981 the U.S. State
government-provided witness, or could
find witnesses corroborating the defen Department published a report on
Soviet
"active measures" which are
dant's testimony, your contention that,
"all American legal rights of the de Soviet disinformation tactics. The State
fense must apply," is certainly suspect. Department states: "The approaches
Do you really believe that if the Soviet used by Moscow include control of the
authorities found a person in the Soviet press in foreign countries; outright and
Union who could prove, beyond the partial forgery of documents; use of
shadow of a doubt, that one of the rumors, insinuations, altered facts and
defendants being tried in our U.S. lies; use of international and local front
courts is innocent that he would be organizations; clandestine operation of
radio stations; exploitation of a nation's
allowed to testify?
If you really understood what the academic, political, economic and
Soviet judicial system was all about media figures as collaborators to in
then you would realize that it would fluence policies of the nation."
not allow such a witness to testify and
How difficult would it be for the KGB
therefore your belief that the Soviet to forge documents implicating Ukrai
Union has kept its commitment is nian Americans in war crimes, which
naivete on your part. How can the allegedly occurred 40 years ago, when
Soviets keep a commitment to a justice they have the audacity to forge a "top
system that they do not believe in since secret" letter from former Secretary of
theirs is a terrorist government? You State Cyrus Vance to another Western
cannot equate democracy in our Ameri foreign minister, but forgive me, we
can courts with Soviet courts. The forget that political matters are not your
Soviet Union signed the Helsinki Accords concern. Possibly you would not consi
but has it lived up to it? The Soviets der our position political if you were
also claim that their citizens have all the aware that when the Red Army took
freedoms which "we enjoy, they claim Berlin, Nazi documents, official stamps
that they have no political prisoners in and stationery fell into the hands of the
the Soviet Union, that they are not Soviets, making their job at forgeries so
persecuting and imprisoning any of much simpler.
their citizens for their beliefs.

UADL asks OSL

(Continued from pa j t 5)

As for the original ami certified
Consider all the disinformation
copies provided to you by ike Soviets which the Soviets are spreading against
from their archives, all that we can the United States today in reference to
comment to this is that the Soviets are. -the Polish situation. Consider also the
expert at forgeries as is evident from testimonies which have been given in
"Soviet Covert Action (The Forgery these trials by former Soviet political
Offense), Hearings before the Subcom prisoners such as Dr. Nina Strokatamittee on Oversight of the Permanent' Karavansky and Simas Kudirka —
Select Committee on Intelligence," these are witnesses who understand the
(House of Representatives - 96th Soviet judicial system, they know from
Congress, second session,'February 6-. first-hand experience how "witnesses" in

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCiRN:
H has come to the attention of The Ukrainian Weekly staff that a newly
released report titled "The Other Side of Holocaust" quotes extensively
from articles and news stories published in The Ukrainian Weekly. The book
is subtitled "The `silent' victims of communism...crimes that twice exceed
those committed by Nazis; Historical evidence in words and pictures."
W. K. Willis, a free-lance writer who wrote and compiled "The Other Side
of Holocaust," bills h` (in a cover letter sent along with a copy of the book to
The Weekly) as " a response to the U.S. government-financed Zionists'
endless hate campaign against the German and Eastern European people
whose tax dollars are being spent to support this hate campaign against
themselves."
We, the undersigned, hereby state that The Ukrainian Weekly never
granted permission for its materials to be used in "The Other Side of
Holocaust," nor was any such permission ever requested. We had no idea
that our newspaper w o t being cited in the aforementioned book, until a
copy was recently sent t o us by the author. Therefore, w e bear no
responsibility, nor do we wish to be associated with any of the materials
(other than The Weekh/s) contained in the book.
Moreover, we ask that the public bear in mind that, as W.K. Willis himself
states in the acknowledgements section of the report: "Any problems that
may arise because of the reaction to this evidence should not be directed
toward any individuals or organizations. The responsibility for any errors of
fact or misrepresentation, if such be found, is entirely my o w n . "
The U k r a i n i a n Weekly
Roma Sochan Hadzewycz
George Bohdan Zarycky
editor
assistant editor

ягіодввіяямями
Ukrainian Composer Series
UKRAINIAN INSTITUTE of AMERICA m 2 E. 79th St., NEW YORK, N Y . в ( 2 i 2 ) 288-8660

UKRAINIAN CHAMBER TRIO
HALYNA STRILEC, violin - NESTQR CYBRIWSKY. cello
THOMAS HRYNKIW, piano
Featuring works by WASYl BARWINSKY. VICTOR K0SENK0. N. HYSHANKIWSKY

Sunday, February 7, 1 9 8 2 at 3 p.m.
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him, after more than 35 years, were
clearly'mistaken. They saw what they
wanted to see. This case ended well.
Others may not.
- Soviet-produced forgeries and false
witnesses, used against'refugees from
communism because they are enemies
of the Soviet regime, would cause severe
damage to innocent people. We cannot
condemn anyone based on Soviet evi
dence, Soviet evidence is tainted and
should not be utilized in American
courts.",(Congressional Record House, May 28, 198J - "Soviet Evi
dence Is a Fraud, Should Not Be Used
in U.S. Courts'').
On October 26, 1981, The New York
Times quoted the co-president of the
Ukrainian Anti-Defamation League as
saying. "Because of the way things like
this are reported, the minute people see
'Ukrainian' they think we're all antiSemitic, and that's certainly not true."
You state in you letter of the same
date, "I agree with you that antiSemitism should not be attributed to all
Since these trials have started, the
Ukrainians. I have taken every opportu
Kremlin is busy producing books,
nity available to me over the past two
pamphlets, and literature in the English
years to emphasize this point, and to
language about alleged "Ukrainian
make clear that the only person on trial
anti-Semitism." Recently, they publish
in any case brought by the OSI is the
ed a book with the accusation that the
defendant himself, and not his family,
late Ukrainian Metropolitan Andrey
his community or his compatriots."
Sheptytsky of Lviv, "took a most active
Where and when have you done this,
part in hunting down the Jews and
Mr. Ryan? Dont you think that it is
encouraging pogroms" during World
your responsibility to put an end to
War II.
headlines such as, "Ukrainian Nazi,""A
This book goes on to state: "Sheptyt
second Ukrainian immigrant will con
sky prohibited the Uniate Church clergy
front his past in court," "Ukrainian
to baptize Jews... He ordered priests to
helped choose 5 Jews to deathin 1941,"
make a list of such Jews and report and
"Old war ill feelings of Ukrainians
the Nazis on their whereabouts, on
and Jews," and countless other head
runaways from the Jewish ghetto, etc."
lines? Isnt it disturbing to you, as a
This we know is absolute nonsense and federal prosecutor, that these trials are
we need only to examine metropolitan's becoming trials by press, and that this
role to refute the point. Nineteen years same press is blackening the name of
ago, Rabbi Dr. David Kagan submitted not one or two Ukrainian Americans
a petition to the Jerusalem Institute in but of all the Ukrainian American
Commemoration of the Victims of communities in the United States?
Nazism and the Holocaust, asking it to
name Metropolitan Sheptytsky one of
Did you know that the grandchildren
the "Righteous of the World." This was of the late Mr. Osidach were threatened
done because the alleged "anti-Semite" on three separate occasions because of
saved the rabbi's life. He is also credited his trial? Did you know that the JDL
with saving the life of the son of Rabbi holds demonstrations in front of the
Levin, the head rabbi of Lviv, and over Kowalchuk home at which time they
400 Jewish children who were given not only name Mr. Kowalchuk as a
refuge in Ukrainian monasteries under murderer, but the entire Ukrainian
the jurisdiction of the metropolitan.
nation is labeled as a nation of murde
Moreover, in 1942, the prelate's rers? Did you know that there have been
pastoral letter, "Thou Shalt Not Kill" outbursts in court from the JDL, stating
spoke against anti-Semitism. This book that they will getridof Mr. Kowalchuk
is only one example of the Kremlin's and that the Ukrainian nation has not
campaign to discredit its critics in the suffered enough? Did you know that
West. The author of this book, Olexiy certain witnesses for the defense have
Kartunov, makes vague references to been harassed because they testified?
books, papers and "document" in Did you know that the JDL held a
Soviet state archives which allegedly demonstration against Dr. Nina Stroprove "Ukrainian anti-Semitism." Are kata Karavansky because she testified
you, Mr. Ryan, being provided with for the defense? Did you know that
"documented evidence" from these there have been cases of Ukrainiansame archives? If the late metropolitan Americans harassed at work because of
was alive today, would you also attack these trials and finally that our children,
him as a "Nazi collaborator?"
who are Americans of Ukrainian des
"Some 30 years ago the Soviet govern cent, have had more than a fair share of
ment sent witnesses to Paris to perjure problems because they have been tabled
themselves at a trial to try to disprove by their peers as "Jews killers?"
the information on Soviet slave labor
As activists in the Ukrainian Ameri
camps revea)ed by Victor Kravchenko. can community and as parents, we
The French courts believed Krav cannot allow this type of insanity to
chenko, not the Soviet perjurers. For continue. We therefore demand that
geries and lies are the usual weapons of tainted Soviet testimony be made
the Communists. To them these things inadmissible in U.S. courts, that
are not violations of morality. As Lenin leaks to the press be stopped,
said, Communist morality is anything that bigoted and generalizing headlines
that advances Communist goals.
be discouraged, that the national ori
On May 10, 1981, the Washington gins of the defendants not be high
Post printed a lengthy story on the lighted (even criminals who are caught
ordeal of Frank Walus, who was falsely red-handed never have their national
accused of being a Nazi war criminal. origins highlighted).
After spending 560,000 to defend him
In other words, Mr. Ryan, if Ukrai
self, finally documents were found in nian-Americans are equal citizens with
the West German archives that proved all other Americans, all we demand is
that he could not have taken part in the equal justice. This certainly should be
atrocities.
easy for you to do - you are, after all, in
Witnesses who claimed to remember the Justice Department.
the Soviet Union are coerced, but the
attorneys for the prosecution and you
yourself have closed your minds to their
testimony, stating that what they have
to say has nothing to do with the cases
and making such statements as "the
Soviets are not on trial here."
In the case of John Demjanjuk, the
61-year-old Cleveland resident, defense
attorneys claimed that the government
withheld a statement from a survivor of
Treblinka now living in Australia who
identified another man as being the
notorious guard "Ivan The Terrible." Is
this what you call justice? The Ukrai
nian American community will not
stand idly by and allow this type of
discrimination to take place. We refuse
to be treated as "second-class citizens."
You state in your letter that if we,
despite all that you have said, still
believe that Soviet evidence is manu
factured, "then we must simply hold our
separate beliefs." Mr. Ryan, this is not a
matter of belief, it is a matter of fact...
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Young hockey player recounts Soviet adventure
soliders got on the train. They searched
everybody's baggage thoroughly and
even unscrewed the ceiling to check if
we had hidden anything up there.
As the guards spoke to one another, I
understood some of the things they said.
This, combined with the disgusted looks
on their faces, gave me the feeling that
they didn't like Americans very much.
We arrived at the train station in
Leningrad. As I looked out the window,
I saw many old buildings, most of which
were government or parliament build
ings. Our guide was Luba, a very nice
lady faced with a difficult task: trying to
make the Soviet U n i o n a beautiful
country when viewed by American eyes.
From the station, she led us toa bus. It
was a cold day with occasional snow
falling. All the people were dressed
warmly, in boots and long coats. There
wereni many young people of high
school age, if any at ail, in the streets.
They were all older people, 40 years old
and up. Most of the men s m o k e d
cigarettes and were dressed in ragged
Young hockey player Roman Kinal
clothes. The women had long coats,
usually black, and boots that reached
Roman Kinal is a senior at Immacu their knees.
The overall mood in Leningrad was
late Conception
Ukrainian
Catholic
High School in Hamtramck,
Mich., depressing. As we drove to our hotel,
where he is president
of the Taras people stared at us with empty faces. It
Shevchenko
Chapter of the National seemed as though there was nothing to
Honor Society. A versatile athlete, 18- smile about.
Because it was close to May 1, May
year-old Roman plays soccer for the
Day, posters of Lenin filled the streets.
Chemyk Ukrainian Sports Club. But
Written
on them were short captions
his first love is hockey, and he played
usually carrying the message that Com
center for the Little Ceasars
Team,
munist Party and the Russian people
which won the national
championship
in its class last year. The following story are united as "one."
During our stay in Leningrad we
was based on Roman's
experiences
when the team traveled to Finland and visited many historic museums, land
marks,
including the Fortress of Peter
the Soviet Union last spring.
and Great. We attended the famous
Russian ballet, a performance which
by Roman Kinal
lived up to our expectations as being the
On April 21, 1981, I left my home best ballet in the world.
Food in Russia left something to be
town of Warren, Mich. My destination
was the Scandinavian city of Helsinki, desired, however. For breakfast we had
Finland, and from there, on to а соип–. eggs, but milk was never served. We
try behind the Iron Curtain, the Soviet drank either Pepsi or water. For lunch
Union. My рифове for going was to we had fish or meatballs, and dinner
play hockey, supposedly against the was usually lighter than lunch. We
best teams in the world. The team I play weren4 very satisfied with our food, but
when you're so many miles from home,
for is the Little Caesars Hockey Club.
there's no mother around to pamper
White the team waited to board the
plane, the Channel 7 Action News Team you.
Exploring Leningrad was interesting,
filmed and talked to some of our
coaches and managers. Finally it was but we were getting restless, hoping that
we could already play the Russians.
time to board the Finnair plane.
Finally, it was time for the game. It was
As we flew over the endless Atlantic
O c e a n , we were o v e r c o m e with the held at the arena where the Russian
excitement of going to a foreign coun National Team practices.
First, we exchanged gifts, as is the
try to play hockey.
We arrived in Helsinki eight hours tradition when two teams from different
later, and from the restless plane ride, countries play each other. Soon the
everybody was much in need of bed game was under way, and within the
rest. However, with the time change, first 10 minutes, they were winning 2-1.
instead of being night outside it was It was around this time that our mana
daytime. We spent the rest of the day ger scheduled another game after talk
ing with Russian officials.
trying to catch up on o u r sleep.
In the last period of play, the score
Within the next three days in Fin
land, we played two games. The first was 5-4 in our favor. We pushed hard to
finish the game and scored five more
game we won 7-2, and in the next game
goals.
with another Finnish team, we won 102.
Finland was a surprisingly hospitable
REAL ESTATE
country. A bus drove us from our hotel
directly into town and then back after a
couple hours of shopping. Food was
always ready at our convenience. Of
Union. NJ.
course, the food wasn't as good as in the
LOVELY COLONIAL
United States, but we were soon to learn
Move-in сожІ. - Ir 13 x 22rcithfp, food size
dr..
new
kit., 3 spacious, brs, finished bas. -t
that our Russian friends had even a
wet bar. one-car garage Washington
bigger surprise for us.
School. Asking S93.5O0.0O.
On April 24, we were aboard a
Call any time JEAN HASCHENK0.
Russian train leaving from Helsinki,
PROVENCE REALTY INC.
heading towards Leningrad. The train
2222 Millburn Avenue
was in no way comparable to an Ameri
MapJewood, N J. 07040
can one, but we were not about to argue.
(201) 763-7253
As we approached the barbed-wirefenced Russian border, 10 to 15 Soviet

The final score was United States, 10;
the Soviets, 4.
The next morning we got up early, '
ready to play again. Just then our coach .
informed us that the game was can-|,
celled. We didn4 know the reason f o r :
this, nor did we ever find out. We could r
only speculate about the Soviets' fear of
losing to us again. Later that day we
shopped and bought Russian souvenirs
and woodcrafts.
On April 28 we boarded the train
which took us back to Finland. Upon
leaving Russia, customs officers once
again checked our baggage. We players,
as well as the parents who traveled with
us, spoke of what a relief it was to leave
that Communist-oppressed country.
The train slowly edged past the barbedwire-fences and the Soviet guards.
We finally made it to Finland, which
now looked like heaven to us. We spent
the whole day shopping at the eastern
market where fish from the Baltic Sea
were sold.
On April 29, we flew to John F.
Kennedy Airport in New York City. We
were happy to be back on American
soil. After a short flight to Metro

Airport, we were greeted by our pa
rents. To add to the excitement, good
old Channel 7 Action News was there.
This trip was an experience 111 never
forget. From it, I have learned that
America, with all its problems, is still by
far the greatest and best country in the
world.

Hamtramck church
featured in magazine
HAMTRAMCK, Mich. - Descrip
tions of Immaculate Conception Ukrai
nian Catholic Church were featured in
Michigan Living, a monthly magazine
of the American Auto Association, in
December.
In an article titled "Detroit's Historic
Churches-Foundations of Faith Hold
Treasures of the Past," the church was
noted for its exterior Byzantine archi
tecture and its neo-Byzantine interior.
The few paragraphs devoted to the
Ukrainian church include descriptions
of the icons and the iconostasis, which
were done by Mychajlo Dmytrenko of
Hamtramck, in the early 1960s.

Otto Graham, one of football's greatest
quarterbacks, has made a successful comeback: from
colorectal cancer. And today, he's feeling good
enough to keep working full time as Athletic
Director of the Coast Guard Academy. Your
donations have helped fund the research and
advances in treatment necessary for a recovery like
Otto Graham's. And the recovery of almost
2 million others who are living proof that your
Contributions COUnt;

CANCER CAN BE BEAT.
American Cancer Society ц
THIS SB4CE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER AS A PUBLIC SERVICE
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Ethnic commission visits youth center
BALTIMORE - In order to become Association. Adding to the craft exhi
better acquainted with ethnic commu bits were murals completed by Theodore
nities in the state, the Maryland Com Kuzmiw.
mission on Ethnic Affairs has been
Drawing from extensive research in
holding meetings at various ethnic completing the 519-page book, "The
centers. In late November 1981 the Ukrainians of Maryland," Paul Fencommission held its monthly meeting at chak, president of the Ukrainian Educa
the Ukrainian American Youth Center tion Association of Maryland Inc.,
in Baltimore.
addressed the Maryland Commission
Andriy Chorney, president of the on Ethnic Affairs.
Youth Center Building, acted as host
Mr. Fenchak traced the development
official in greeting the members of the of Ukrainian religious, fraternal, cul
commission.
tural and social groups in Maryland,
In attendance at the meeting were concluding that the groups have existed
numerous other officials of Maryland basically to help Ukrainians succeed in
Ukrainian organizations. Shortly be the United States, to help their brethren
fore the meeting was held, exhibit cases abroad, to foster cultural develop
of Ukrainian artwork had been installed ments, and to help in the cause of
by the Ukrainian American Youth freedom throughout the world.

New York bandurists
receive music award

USCAK ski tourney
slated for February

NEW YORK - Members of the New
York School of Bandura received the
"Performers of the Year" Award "in
recognition of their outstanding musical
accomplishments and their dedication
to the advancement of Ukrainian and
Slavic culture."

NEW YORK - The annual Ukrai
nian ski championships of the Federa
tion of Ukrainian Sports Clubs.of
North America (USCAK) will be held
Saturday and Sunday, February 27-28,
at Song Mountain in Tully, N. Y,, Route
8.1 south of Syracuse, N.Y. The event is
being organized this year by the Sokil
Ukrainian Sports Club of Syracuse.
Scheduled events include slalom and
giant slalom in the following age groups:
men, women, senior men, male and
female juniors and boysand girls (age
9-14). The times recorded in slalom and
giant slalom will be applied to scoring
the alpine combination, except for boys
and girls. Also planned are cross
country runs for men, women and
juniors.
Competition is scheduled to begin
Saturday at 10 a.m. Cross country
events are slated for Sunday, beginning
at 9 a.m.
Trophies and medals will be pre
sented in the course of the Saturday
evening banquet at the Holiday Inn in
downtown Syracuse.

The award was presented by Prof.
Harold Segel, director of Columbia
University's Institute on East Central
Europe, and Prof. Vera Von WirenGarczynski, president of the Slavic
American Cultural Association, on
Friday, December 18, at the School of
International Affairs at Columbia. The
award was accepted on behalf of the
s c h o o l b y Julian Kytasty, musical
director, and Nick Czorny, administra
tor.
At the ceremony. Prof. Segel said he
would arrange a meeting of the School
of Bandura representatives with the
chairman of Columbia's department of
ethno-musicology to discuss the possi
bility of teaching bandura at the univer
sity.
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Notes on people
his wife Suzanne were to be the fea. tured soloists in the Ukrainian Indepen
dence
Day program conducted by the
YOUNGSTOWN Ohio. - Concert
pianist Roman Rudnytsky substituted Ukrainian community of Youngstown,
on very short notice as soloist in three Ohio.
concerts with the Cleveland Philhar
monic Orchestra (a community or Clergyman honored
chestra) in place of the scheduled soloist
LANSDALE, Pa. - The Rev. Ni
who became indisposed.
cholas Fisanick, who was honored for
He performed the well-known Rach 35 years of service to the Church this
maninoff Concerto No. 2 in C minor. December, was profiled in a local
The concerts took place on January Pennsylvania paper.
23, 24 and 30 and all were in the
The Rev. Fisanick, who lost his sight
Cleveland area. On January 23 and 30 over 20 years ago because of diabetes
they were on two college campuses, and had both legs amputated a few
Cuyahoga Community College (Western years ago, is a man of strong faith and
Campus) and Lakeland Community invincible spirit.
College. On the January 24, the concert
He celebrates liturgy every day at his
was one specially arranged for Cleve home at the Villa Divine Providence
land's Lithuanian community (the Nursing Home in Lansdale. (Because he
indisposed soloist is of Lithuanian is blind, Father Fisanick has memorized
extraction) and took place at Our Lady the divine liturgy in both Old Slavonic
of Perpetual Help Catholic Church, a and English, in order to be able to recite
Lithuanian parish.
it every morning.
On February 7 and 9, Mr. Rudnytsky
For the 35th anniversary of the
and cellist Michael Gelfand, performing priesthood, Father Fisanick celebrated
together as the "Amici Duo," will give liturgy at the Presentation of Our Lord
concerts in Jacksonville Beach, Fla., Byzantine Catholic Church. More than
and at Ohio Northern University in 300 parishioners, clergy and nuns
Ada, Ohio. On March 6, Mr. Rudnyt attended the ceremony and the testi
sky will perform the Beethoven Con monial banquet that followed, which
certo No. 3 as soloist with the Central was organized by the church's pastor,
Ohio Symphony at Ohio Wesleyan the Rev. Nicholas Kostiuk. Among
University in Delaware, Ohio.
those in attendance was Auxiliary
On January 31, Mr. Rudnytsky and Bishop Robert Moskal of Philadelphia.

Pianist performs in Ohio

LEONID PLYUSHCH

HISTORrS
CARNIVAL
A DISSIDENTS AUTOBIOGRAPHY

EDITED AND TRANSLATED
BY MARCO CARYNNYK

Dior O. Bohachevsky, a staff member of Los Alamos Laboratory in New Mexico, is
congratulated by lab director Donald Ken during award ceremonies at the
company. Mr. Bohachevsky was granted a patent for a beam-heated linear theta-'
pinch device for producing hot plasmas.

114.95
t postage
Here is an exceptionally able and attractive personality whose open dissent over a decade involved
him m iheallairs ol human rights activists. Ukrainian patriots Jewish emigrants and Crimean Tatars. Here is
the same man punished by lour years ol capbvity. first in iails. then in the toils of the KGB's corrupt
psychiatry And here is the heroic resistance of his wife and friends - the sine qua non tor the Western
campaign that eventually springs him from a Dnipropetrovske prison - and soon afterward from the Soviet
Union
Mr Plyushch tells this whole remarkable story with striking but not false modesty. He constantly
digresses to expound his views on a multitude of related topics: cybernetics, psychology, psychiatry, polibcs.
history sociology anthropology, nabonahsm. language, literature, ethics and - perhaps his utbmate
concern - philosophy Sometnnes his thoughts are convenhonal. or tantalize one by not being developed.
More often ihey are highly intelligent and stimulating - as when he discusses the Soviet elite's trend toward
making itsell hereditary or the need lor the democratic movement to widen its platform
PETER REDDAWAY
The New York Times Book Review
May 20 1979

Advertising rates for The Ukrainian Weekly
General advertisements: 1 inch, single column
. ratemal and community advertisements: 1 inch, single column
Pull Pag"
",lfP4e
Quarter page
Eighth page
...
Photo reproduction:
single column
double column

triple column
NOW AT OUR BOOKSTORE SV0B00A

m NEW JERSEY RESIDENTS 54fc SALES TAX

SVOBODA BOOKSTORE
30 Montgomery Street

Jeney City. N J 07302

j 7.0л,
j 5 00
J36000
И85.00
j 95 QO
j 50.00

.

j 575
S 8 50

!!!!!””!!!!!!!і!!!!" s ю!оо

All advertisements must be received by noon of the Monday before the date of the next Weekly edition.
All advertisements are subject to approval.
Please make checks payable to THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY and mail to:
30 Montgomery Street Jersey City, N J . 07302
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encourage large numbers,of-'i'oles to
U.S. cautious...
seek asylum in the United States might
(Continued from pmge 2)
compel the Polish government or its
LOS ANGELES - The Ukrainian for a maximum of two years for stu able,'"said Leonard F. Walentynowicz, Soviet allies to tighten martial law.
With many Poles `as yet undecided
Culture Center оГ Los Angeles has dents that maintain satisfactory acade a former State Department official and
announced the availability of graduate mic progress toward their advanced a director of the Polish-American whether they wish to seek asylum, the
"Congress. "They are not jumping on administration does not want to push
scholarships for American and Cana degree.
dian citizens of Ukrainian descent.
Scholarships will be awarded on the boats and going into the ocean and them into acting in a hasty manner, the
Students must have received their basis of scholastic achievement and' risking their lives like the Vietnamese. Times reported.
"We don't want any Pole in Austria
bachelor's degree and have been accept demonstrated financial need. Applica The United States can be more hospi
or elsewhere to make a judgement
ed for graduate study in an accredited tions for the 1982-83 academic year must table than it has been so far."
But American officials fear that an prematurely," said the unnamed ad
college or university to be eligible.
be submitted no later than April 20.
Their studies must be directed toward
Requests for applications or for open-door policy could serve to exacer ministration official. "There is no point
a master's, professional or doctoral further information should be sent in bate the situation in Poland and per in forcing him and saying he has to
degree.
writing to: Graduate Scholarship Com haps preclude a speedier relaxation of become a refugee today. This notion of
The scholarships, worth up to SI,000 mittee, Ukrainian Culture Center, 43IS martial law. They feel that any move to giving up your native land is not easy."
annually per student, are renewable Melrose Ave., Los Angeles;Calif. 90029.
that the forum is a running propaganda
triumph for the West at home and
He said that the Soviets have been
(Continued from page 1)
abroad, a view that Washington also
completely uncooperative in supply
U.S. aides said that most of the allies holds.
(Continued from page 2)
ing information about dissidents
have agreed that the meeting should be
The Times reported, however, that
157 - or over 20 percent — have being held in Soviet mental hospitals.
suspended
in light of the Polish situa the Reagan administration believes that
been placed in either ordinary psy Dr. Levine urged that the WPA
tion.
Only
West
Germany
is
reported
to
it
would
be wise: to recess the talks and
chiatric hospitals or in psychiatric consider expelling the Soviet group if
have reservations about such a move. that their continuation would send a
prisons. Available information, she such behavior continues.
Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Gen- misleading signal of acquiescence in
went on, shows 22 committed in 1980
scher has said on numerous occasions violation of the original accords.
Quoting British philosopher Ed
and eight in 1981.
One case cited by Ms. Thome was mund Burke, Dr. Levine concluded:
"The Americans are not against us,
that of Alexei Nikitin, a coal mining "All that is needed for the spread of
but they're not for us," said Liuba.
engineer from Ukraine, who was first folly is for wise men to say nothing."
(Continued from page 2)
Dr.
Chadoff,
a
Washington
psy
"Reagan said some words about Sakhacommitted to a psychiatric hospital
In addition to emigration for them rov`s fiancee and she was immediately
in 1972 for declaring that a mine was chiatrist, referred to the "banality of
let out. He hasn't said a word about
certain
exercises
in
Soviet
psychia
selves,
they
are
demanding
exit
visas
for
not safe. Even though the mine
22 other children and close relatives in us."
eventually blew up, he has been in and try," identifying doctors from the
Chernogorsk, many of whom have been
The reference supported the belief
out of mental hospitals for nearly a notorious Serbsky Institute of Foren
sic Psychiatry, in particular, as
the subject of repeated harassment and among embassy personnel that the
decade.
threats by Soviet authorities because of Pentecostal`s hunger strike was at least
Subsequent examination by Dr. "simply KGB agents who place a fig
the action taken by the seven.
partially inspired by the fast declared
Anatoly Koryagin found no medical leaf of psychiatry over state repres
sion."
Conversations with the Pentecostals several months ago by exiled Nobel
grounds for Mr. Nikitin`s psychiatric
Dr. Zoubock maintained that
since the two women embarked on their laureate Dr. Andrei Sakharov and his
incarceration. Shortly after render
hunger strike gave the impression of an wife, to press for the emigration of their
ing that judgement. Dr. Koryagin Soviet psychiatry was a humane
intense frustration over their stay in the daughter-in-law, Yelizaveta Alekseyeva.
himself was arrested on February 19, system for the general population,
embassy and over the lack of any She was allowed to join her husband in
1981, and sentenced on June 5,1981, but a form of torture in its treatment
of
dissidents.
progress in their struggle to leave the the United States in mid-December,
to 12 years' imprisonment and exile:
and the Sakharovs, by then forcibly
I Soviet Union.
- - A-reeent artidctirr-Newsweelr: — "How -else do you explain the
Liuba Vashchenko, who is in her 20s hospitalized, ended their fast.
magazine reported that Mr. Nikitin, heavy use of dangerous drags with
The two women's decision to embark
and has learned to read and speak
who is still confined in a psychiatric some dissident patients," he asked,
English since her arrival at the embassy, on a total hunger strike reflects the
hospital, is nearly blind as a result of "and the withholding of necessary
said that the families were grateful for growing despondency among the seven.
heavy drug does administered by medication from others unless they
"What are. we supposed to do, just
the facilities provided by the embassy.
Soviet psychiatrists since last Jan agree to recant?"
But she added her perception that the stay here for the next 50 years?" asked
uary, when he was recommitted
Another case raised by the АРА
Lilia
Vashchenko, also in her 20s. "We
U.S.
government
is
reluctant
to
pursue
after talking to Western reporters.
members was that of Ukrainian
their cause for fear of setting a prece haven't lost faith. We believe in God.
During its meeting last June, the psychiatrist Semyon Gluzman, 36,
dent which may touch off a run on But we've lost all faith in man."
АРА unanimously elected Dr. Kor who is currently in exile after serving
American embassies around the world
yagin, 42, to corresponding member a seven-year term in a labor camp for
HELP WANTED
by disenchanted nationals.
ship in the organization, a move that criticizing the Serbsky Institute's
According to the Times, Maria Chmyallows the group to work on his diagnosis of Gen. Grigorenko. In
khalov and her son Timothy, 19, also
behalf as one of its members.
REAL ESTATE SALES
May 1980, the АРА presented its
enumerated a list of grievances, includ
Seeking agressive men and women.
In his statement, Dr. Levine ex Distinguished Fellowship Award to
Full or part time. Flexible, hours. Full
ing
an
attempt
by
Soviet
authorities
panded on Ms. Thome's recommen Dr. Gluzman in absentia. It has also
Company benefits - Opportunity for
earlier this month to use Mrs. Chmykhadation that the WPA escalate its hired a legal counsel and continues to
advancement. No experience necessary.
lov's husband as bait to lure her and
efforts to obtain concrete responses raise funds to assist Dr. Gluzman.
Will train.
her son out of the embassy.
(212)781-1978
from the Soviet Union.
Unless pressure is brought to bear
The British psychiatrist characte
rized world reaction to reports of by the world psychiatric community
and
amnesty groups, those who
psychiatric abuses in the 1960s and
SELF-RELIANCE (J.C.)
1970s as "apathy and frank disbelief." testified at the АРА press^pnference
At thefifthworld congress in Mexico are convinced that the abuse of
FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
City, he commented, "no one was psychiatry in the USSR will escalate
as its opponents are silenced.
558 Summit Avenue ш Jersey City, N J . 07306
interested."

Culture center offers grad scholarships

U.S. said to...

АРА...

Two Pentecostals...

COURSES
at the

UKRAINIAN MUSEUM
COURSE SCHEDULE

EMBROIDERY:
February 6 - April 10
1:00-2:00 p.m.
Adults
530.00
Members
525.00
Students
520.00
Senior citizents
520.00
Free
ages 7-12
Registration fee covers all supplies.
For registration call: ( 2 1 2 ) 2 2 8 - 0 1 1 0

WOODCARVING:
February 6 - April 10
2:30-5:30 p.m.
Adults
540.00
Members
535.00
Students
530.00
Senior Citizens
530.00
Free
ages7-12
Registration fee covers all supplies.
For registration call: ( 2 1 2 ) 2 2 8 - 0 1 1 0

Funded in part by The New York State Council on the Arts.

ANNUAL
MEMBERSHIP MEETING
will be held

on February 2 1 , 1982, at 3:00 p.m.
at the Ukrainian National Home, 90-96 Fleet St.. Jersey City, N.J.
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
of the Jersey City Branch of the Association of American
Ukrainians "SELFRELIAfMCE" will be held at the same
location at 2:00 p.m.
ALL MEMBERS ARE CORDIALLY INVITED.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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A GIFT OF LASTING VALUE
The following books are available at the Svoboda Bookstore:

THE UKRAINIAN POETS. 1189-1962. selected and tr. by C. N. AHDRUSYSHEH

СЛТАІЛСТ-ІгуМуШуів(НееУсіїу

and Watson Kirtconnell

' 3W

J15.00

THE UKRAINIANS Of MARYLAND - edited/written by:
Stephen Е^шаЬ. Paul FencruaWolodymyrC.Sushkoand others

SHEVCHENKOS TESTAMENT - by John Panchuk

t 4.00

HISIORY OF PUSHKIN'S P0L1AVA - by John P Pauls

S 2 50

I 7.75

herd l` 5.75

LOOK WHO'S COMING The Wachna Story, by Maty Panmadis Illustration
by William Kurelek
. ..
MOO

DISPLACED PERSON - by Marie Halun Bloch. decorations by Allen Davis .

S 7 95

HISTORYS CARNIVAL - A Dissident's Autobiography by Leonid Plyushch.
edited and translated by Marco Carynnyk
114.95

A HISTORY OF 1HE RUSSIAN EMPIRE -Volume I by Nicholas L. FR -Chirovsky

J1500

ENGLISH UKRAINIAN Dictionary - by M t Podvesko

BOOMERANG - The works of VAIENTYN MOROZ ky Yaroslav Bihun.
introduction by Dr. Paul I. Gersper

AN INTRODUCTION TO UKRAINIAN HISTORY. Volume 1: Ancient and KiavanGalician Ukraine-Rus' by Nicholas L. Fr.-chirovsky
І19.І5

BOUNDARIES OF FLAME - A Complete Collection ol Poetry - Olena tehha Com
piled and Translated by Orysia Prokopi w
S 6 95
Mil IN M Hlli М І Ж І - llneme m i n i m , і
ni.ib й 1trprk.1a.il ()рнея П р и к и п и

THE CHOWOVIl PAPERS - by Vyacheslav Chornovil. introduction by Frederick
C.Baigfioorn
S 4.75
THE VULNERABLE RUSSIANS - b y Lev E. Oobriantky

J 5 95

UKRAINE IN A CHANGING WORLD Papers presented at the conference dedicated
to the 30th Anniversary ol the Founding of Uknimin r)uirttrly ed Wilier
Oushnyck. PhD

THE MASTER SJESb-lvanFranko.trmtatedby tomanTatchyn
ПАНСЬКІ ЖАРТИ - імм Фремио. mpnunaa f n m n i Т і п м

al CONVERSATIONALUKRAINIANbyYarSlavulych Fourthedition
bl UKRAINIAN FOR BEGINNERSby Yar Slavutych Fifth revised edition
ci UKRAINIAN IN PICTURESby Yar Slavutych
SPIRIT OF UKRAINE - Ukrainian contributions to world s culture by 0 Snowyd

S 1 00
SI? 50
S 3 00
5 399
І 2 50

Ш 95

UKRAINE AND THE EUROPEAN TURMOIL 1917 1019 in 2 volumes by Matthew
Stachiw Peter I Stercho and Nicholas I F Chirovsky
120 00

S10.00

TRADITIONAL UKRAINIAN COOKERY - by Savella Stechishin iHandun g and
postage charges included)
...,.

THE INTERNATIONAL SAKHAROV HEARING - Human Rights in -the USSR, ed by
MarteHarasoerskaandOrestOlhovyeh..
n
І B.95
HNI2DOVSKY - Woodcuts. 1944-1975 a catalogue raisonne by Abe UTahir.Jr

POLISH ATROCITIES IN UKRAINE - compiled and edited by Emit Revyuk
SYMONENKO - A STUDY IN SEMANTICS by Igor Shankovsky

110.00

SPRUCE. SWAMP AND STONE - A History of the Pioneer Ukrainian Settlements.
in the Gimli Area - by Michael Ewanchuk
Я 1.00
FOX MYKYTA - Ivan Franko English version by Bohdan Melnyk
Illustrated by William Kurelek .

IN OEFENSE OF THE UKRAINE CAUSE by Roman Raknmanny

И5.00

DIPLOMACY OF DOUBLE MORALITY Ukraine 1919 1939byPeterG Stercho

114.00

Europe's Crossroad in Carpatho
.
SIS 00

Ш BSSivs DR MIKHAILSTEW - Sonet Justice' vs Humantigta
k Ш
UKRAINIAN WOMEN IN THE SOVIET UNION DOCUMENTED PERSECUTION. 1975-80
Compiled by Nina Strokata - translated and edited by Myroslava Stefamuk
andVolodymyrHrgsrtewych , . „
S 3.25

A HISTORY OF UKRAINE - by Michael Hrashevsky.
THE UKRAINE. 1917-1921: A STUDY IN REVOLUTION - edited by Tans Huouat
with the assistance of John T. von der Heide Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard Uk
rainian Research Institute 1977.474 pates - hard bound
,
115.00

A STUDY Of VASYl' STEFAWTK THE ГАЙ AT THE HEAKT Of EXISTENCE - by 0. S.
Struk with foreword by G S.R luckyi. - bound
k k-50
GRANITE OBELISKS - bv Vasyl Symonenko

The Ukrainian Herald issue 6,0)SSENT ill UKRAINE - a n underground journal from
Soviet Ukraine. Trans, from the Ukrainian and ed. by Ltsya Jones and Bohdan
Yawn
J 6.95
UKRAINIAN EMBROIDERY by Ann Kmil Johanna luciow lorettaluciow

SM 95

REPORT FROM THE BERIA RESERVE - The protest writing of VAIENTYN HOROZ
Soviet Ukrainian political prisoner, ed and trans, by John Kolasky
S 2.95
THE SHATTERED IUUSI0N - The Histor, ol Ukrainian Pro-Communist Orienta
tions in Canada by John Kolasky
hard ( 1 5 0 0
soft S 7 95
SHADOWS OF FORGOTTEN ANCESTORS. Hykhailo Kotsiubynsky. Translated
by Marco Carynnyk - with notes and an essay on Hykhailo Kotsiubynsky
by Bohdan Robchak
114.50

UKRAINE A Brief History by Roman Saporluh
UKRAINIANS AMO JEWS - arlictts. tettimoe)iej. letters and official docamentj
dealing with interrelations of rtrarmem am) yaws m the past and preiant
ASYMWIUM-piiWisliedbyUCeA

THE HUMAN RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN UKRAINE. Documents of the Ukrainian
HtlsirtJu Srowp. 1976-1980
byLVeAemBYeae)n
hard 112.95
soft 1.75
COHHUBICATIOK MEDIA AND SOVin NATIONALITY POLICY - Status of National
languages in Soviet TV Broadcasting, by WasylVeryha
S 2.00
Ivan Franko: KIS THOUGHTS AND STRUGGLES-by Nicholas Wacyk

THE SAGA OF UKRAINE by Myron В Kuropas .
THE AGE OF HEROISM
(handling and postage charges included)

THE UKRAINIAN AMERICAN INDEI - The Ukrainian Weekly 1971
by Christine I. Wynar

THE UKRAINIANS IN AMERICA-by Myron B. Kuropas

S 4 95

S 7.75

THE OTHER HOLOCAUST by Bohdan Wytwytky
Many Circles of Hell

DIE SOWJETISHE NATIONALITATENPOLITIC NACH STAIINSTOD(1953-1970)-by
tJotysUwytrtyj
Jll.OO

FOnABETTHCAtuWA-bySmialoit^Yiii)t

THEIR LAND - An Antholody of Ukrainian Short Stories by Bichael tuchkovich

UKRAINIANS Ш PENNSYLVANIA - a cwrtribotioo to the growth of tne
wealth."" awftbewmf)
-

I 6.00

500

GREGOR KtUK - Veewort n o Jean Cassoa tiiAeWwat voi. Isa Bauer. lltaainliebe
Freie Unnrenitit
M l 50
ЇОІ.І Л . . - . J26.50
Vol. II

UKRAINIANS ABROAD - Offprint from UKRAINE: A CONCISE ENCYCLOPAEDIA
byVolodymyrKubijovyc
S 3.00
S 4 00

l

I JJ)O

FATHER AGAPIUS HONCHARENKO - first Ukrainian Priest in the United States by
Theodore lucre
tlO.00
UODERN UKRAINIAN SHORT STORIES-ed byGeorgeS N. Luckyj

S ISO

HHHAN OF UKRAINE - IVAN МАЛ PPA - by Clarence A

Please sttect the book or books you wish to have and send remrttance'by check or
money order, including postage S I 00 to S3.00 (depending on the numbsr of books)
and a 59b sales tai lor New Jersey residents, to:

Ivan Franko. POEMS-f,on translations of PercivalCundybyClarence A. Manning і 4.50
UKRAINE UNDER THE SOVIETS - b y Clarence A. Manning

,

3 e o

IN THE GERMAN MILLS OF OEATH 1941 1945 by Petro Mirchut
BUKOVINIAN UKRAINIANS - a historical background and their self-determination
m l J I I b y l M Nowosiwsky
J 7 00

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
30 Montgomery Street u Jersey City. N.J. 07302
PAYMtNT ACCEPTED IN U S CURRENCY ONLY .

